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Introduction 
      my generation: phone screens— 
                From pg. 32 
 
Beyond the Mist 
 
In the silence between communication’s pulse,   
distances of water so far from connection’s synapse,  
ticking beneath lids closed (a kind of wind), plays the voice  
rolling through years; a lake of fake waves’ disharmonic 
 
congruencies beneath the xiphoid-process, that processes  
meat where heart had been; meat slows as process opens 
by question for hearts’ disappearance from communication’s roll, where 
whistles of birds were guitars played together  
 
or electricity’s flower, the color of all possibility. Now  
filled in with distance of our forgotten connection, communication 
but a stranger outside synaptic-earth, rotates 
among others caught by the news 
 
with a disappearance unlocked upon this fading playground. Alone,  
yet free, echoes on from some endless well of perceptions’ infinite-lover. 
A reach for an earthly smile from something not quite forgotten– 
but branches hang over winds’ heard static. Could it be   
 
rustling leaves which have been replaced by an empty locket? 
The person of earth is the drop left from a lake of relations 
never congealed to meat. Tired of step-taking in each echo. A grip  
on the well from which an endless, diversity of perceptions arise,  
 
has been loosening, and all echoes—losing their audible form; 
a ship about to disappear through mist; this use of time  
finds each tick beneath its closed box of vibration a dying use of memory; even stars fade, 
and astrological processions discover xylophone temper tedious among water.  
 
Among a world that has no value for the transmission of perceptual-angle, 
where shadows compete their draft of an original in a contest for open, public, lids; 
and origins’ a ghost to the platform-business, that  
walks genre-boxing across a plank of styles’ digestibility, where  
 
for consciousness, but the lake—with discernable waves, remains unsellable, unemployable; 
a stranger; and motions among rotations of news; ensnarement of  
disappearing species. The playgrounds’ faded 
in with a distance of decayed places once frequented with people now shadows 
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that roll out, stretched, from communication’s ghost.  
This, the last air before extinction—where static or rustling leaves blur indistinctively; 
where ships’ about to disappear beyond the mist forever.  
A perception 
 
opens from flower-decayed lips, rooted in a fruit box; water  
pours; having nothing to do with the news. The love 
of each star-expansion of sky, though withered by an absent demand  
from a silent distance where communication had been and  
synapses’ on the verge of dehydrating to death.  
 
The ticking clock beneath closed lids has caught up,  
wind has forked out thin-hair lengths of its years; misplaced  
anticipation, but fake waves, and slowly through time  
the heart went missing, replaced by a substitute 
 
hard-to-identify, choreographed in this one last attempt.  
The process drops into a locket with a slack sound; fresh meat  
surrounds a trepid moon: a color of possibility. 
Among many, but alone; a drop  
 
of water perceives its own fading grief; the mist has risen; swells 
and cuts distinctively to the marrow of relations— 
and the other side of life, but a relieved laughter. 
Out of bird whistle, guitars’ played, and perception but a flower 
 
catches more than disappearance in a movement of the lips; 
and branches scrape where wind was something once shared. 
Congealed to echo, static grips in loosening hold 
on reasonable continuation—audible forms slip. 
 
A ship about to disappear through mist; here  
in the silence between communication’s pulse, 
distances of water reaching for a last gulp, 
ticking within a closed box; years  
 
have rolled through a voice;  
a procession of hearts distance, the stranger, speaks soft of time 
relations were the wind listening to a lake   
for its missing drop, the earth  
 
tells of its worsening dementia.  
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Being Me 
 
 
I’m about to eat some veggie dogs 
the type you hear about in nursery rhymes 
and its ingredients may or may not contain hidden bits of plastic   
the type of plastic which encases a thought 
 
for which I am  
in your mind as you read this  
 
* 
 
You just went to work  
for which you are not my hairy face when I look in the mirror to shave  
you are female and I am male  
like hearing a review of today’s news, this isn’t new  
 
but what is— 
is like checking yourself to see if you, who is myself, am reading this 
  
*  
 
I am  
 
the mass shootings in America  
 
* 
 
Therefore there is something to blame  
 
or  
 
just before it’s too late and I lose you—  
 
the mirror shines my hairy face  
and it can be seen I am male and you are female 
which has nothing to do with veggie dogs  
 
but everything to do with the thought 
“that I am a nursery rhyme”  
which is immediately what I just read  
 
* 
 
I offer you the plastic  
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the sun in the sky 
shines on my eye  
where I usually see  
 
I cannot see anything  
but in this instant I do—and it’s the sun  
some would call “temporary blindness”  
 
but now I know what something looks like  
which provides big blind spots to pop in my vision 
and I can finally tell  
 
the source of all day light, which 
is not dependent on the sun, the sky 
must be somewhere beneath these spots  
 
talking to itself  
as an echo from itself  
that may or may not have the color of being blue  
 
I guess I haven’t gotten’ that far yet  
but I can tell the sun 
isn’t the one anyone would call the sun  
 
in the sky  
on my eye 
where I usually see everything just fine 
 
but something more to the core of being you 
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Clear Surface 
 
 
a plethora of sensations makes a mass of experience 
the non-verbal ones, the perception-situations 
rise-and-fall in pitch—and the ear: emotions— 
nothing telling silence what it is, it hardly needs mention 
what is sound remains a clear surface, while the rest  
becomes convoluted to interpretative designs conjured by the scent  
of something dusty hidden behind each stated point— 
 
the official indentation for which a reflection makes connection 
somewhere deep behind every world-figuring-nature, but 
like talking to people who only hear roads and mountains when  
roads and mountains are actually present— 
the state of weather takes on precedence over manufactured household appliances— 
inventions which actually produce results like a baby 
from the womb of assembled linkages— 
the meaty causes behind a single I  
 
sadly becomes pimple-plump-condition for hearing good news— 
but if, on ground level, every lip compromised by the business it sells  
when flashing cards of street light correspondences to greet  
the very insect of every bone hidden below skin devoid of bias  
then indeed, a flash is but a flash, and there’s no one there but a puppet to mimic 
some semblance of an information for explaining what is happening to you, however— 
at this very spot, and I am talking to you, it’s here and now and ready to be used 
 
* * * 
 
because it is so clear it can be seen through  
because it is so clear I know what it is talking about  
because it is so clear I go to work everyday  
 
which is why unorganized sounds living, hidden, below time 
are of another time, 
which you possess now 
 
because all humans do  
but, for which, this socio-cultural context does not overtly acknowledge— 
yet due to the Declaration of Independence  
 
we all (American citizens) have the right to discover it— 
big business has it black-glove around her snow-white throat  
so this is heard in relation to where sounds can be positioned  
 
causing time, causing paradigm, luckily— 
paradigm a floating iceberg adrift due to the results of its own self-mutilation— 
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I mean  
 
luckily the paradigm is a floating iceberg adrift regardless-weather: this-or-that 
kind of condition, 
which no big business can touch— 
 
yet this is positioned—regards to the fact  
our air is tight in hear  
every airwave commits violence and sexual assault— 
 
and what is important are those other times living in us now 
below because-it-is-so-clear-I-know-what-you’re-talking-about 
because that is where we communicate and talk to each other, so that  
 
reflections can be made and seeing what is happening can be identified— 
all of which is contingent upon whether you slow down or not  
because everyday when I go to work  
 
might, like for most people, simply mean what I had said before  
when you could hear the words: 
so clear it can be seen through   
  
and therefor get lost in the clarity of a speed not yours  
grocery store dependent, etcetera  
what needs to be communicated cannot in any other form because  
 
we’re trying to survive the Holocaust  
and if you get this message than it’s true the Nazis won’t stop till’ they’ve got the earth 
and so I’m living in a discrete location 
 
unknown to any living man or woman  
until the times’ right, that at least you’ll find me— 
if you can  
 
otherwise I’m already dead, but why not at least try 
hence evidence requires you, dear recipient, learn another way-with-language  
then perhaps sounds will find retention and  
 
answers provided  
where our freedom has been stolen from speaking politically correct, at least 
to the extent a generation has unlearned the walls of death, and 
 
has aligned directly from where every whisper had started from anyway, (anyway 
more informations’ here than any one person will able to appropriately tell), so 
acquire necessities and  
 
open this as soon as you fucking can  
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Many Ends  
 
 
all the words of any importance have already been spoken,  
yet society the result of never hearing  
those words lives in the actualization of dependency on 
grocery store situations and gasoline etcetera’s  
 
for heat or cold such appliances leave our  
teeth clean of blame, as  
if there were nothing to look at like the helmet born  
in the consciousness of the generation one has withstood war with  
 
and wondered what happened with TV  
nothing happened in the end but we all watched and  
are still being watched by those who suspect something from us 
who buy artificial, coloring food to eat, which  
 
I am sharing with you now, whoever you are, we  
very much enjoy gummy bears regardless of weather 
or knots in shoe strings tie clouds to summer and dangle  
autumn in the evening of rope— 
we are all together, brother, sister, we are each  
 
other’s wombs even if we have cocks howling in the backyard  
drowning out something we didn’t know could drown— 
not because it was anyone’s fault— 
someone had to inherit a thoughtful situation and  
usually it remains as bland as concrete until death— 
because death 
 
a sudden gap between the teeth of each thought a 
simple hello there’s a difference where a usually had just been— 
but now like no longer a large hole could be a mirror if that  
is his or her predisposition to relate to it— 
at some point the alcoholic must see she or he has a problem  
 
and if not than you know what happens and if so  
no one knows how far any of what could be seen can be well beyond death  
like a tomorrow  
 
in a crowd of today’s it is theoretical but  
we hardly have to think of the itch crawling in our ears when  
we need a q-tip and scratching our hole when 
sitting on the toilet, paper suddenly appears where it needs to— 
after life simply whatever like an eyelash falling between us  
 
in the middle of a phrase cycles as naturally as blood  
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from an ocean of vaginas and  
seduction raises the risk of all of us placing our mouths where our 
language runs a sink for an infinite amount of faucets— 
hence technology did what to the human race in 
a black out second thought before the last one enters the race 
someone is standing out, the outskirts keeping tabs— 
who has the idea  
 
in this collision of accusations all pointing at every corner of the earth 
where once he or she had lived; 
 
* * * 
 
okay now it’s another paradigm in a plastic wrapper of gummies for  
after dinner and watch Mission Impossible Fallout— 
thinking of meditation  
 
and sipping on matte— 
a vacuum has forced us to our centers of locality among this  
disinterested wet sock of an idea  
laying between us the scent of a rose or an arisen 
atrocity the size of an unnamable mass 
in the form of hope, the silent  
deceiver lurks behind each second as it swells into silence a click-shut of the phone, 
(because the author of this content has a flip phone), 
but with ringer still on  
 
anticipating our conversation to make  
a sensational blanket to be worn in an after dinner glow with  
each one of us as a memory to the other person’s passport 
into the other person’s impressions of occasion, and  
to retell it again and again where, as if a  
blur in the fabric couldn’t happen couldn’t happen, yet  
phone rings and we find our circles in the tones of  
driven tones associated with each circle— 
never formulated yet spontaneously constructed arranging  
simultaneous phones with  
 
newer and better technological devices as if that forest 
where clocks grow was only in the imagination of he  
who was beheaded, (the one you know, and have read in Spanish), but  
waits on the periphery of each scent of musk 
fingers sweat out faster each inhale only to discover again and again 
the trail hasn’t been lost but the signs on the roads reconstructed have  
changed hands with the forest for a road and the road  
no longer makes inhalations like that of a clock, every 
 
forest of road paint takes every Spanish rice grain and noodles its way 
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along a racing line of erasure undefined by any previous replacement from 
the previous location of our walk-about, still  
in the forest without clothes, steel-mills rotated around the throat, a hundred 
million frogs find their eyes in the palms of their blissful equations’ licked  
from the back of toads— 
too many to count in each second, unless  
 
this isn’t the journey, your personal life, what’s the use  
except that it is, and it has no escape ladder but  
delusion placed faith in technology, beautiful screen 
reveal car chase— 
each second matters made and matter harder than concrete does add up like  
a pay check at the end of the week— 
ends want to collide here, is it heard, is it known, ends here  
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Shattered  
 
 
the mirror never shattered  
only misinterpreted as having been there in the first place  
 
a thing that can be shattered  
will be shattered and shattered it became became thought swarming echoes  
how our human race  
 
ended up placing plastic casing around every sinew of thought to thought  
until all became narrative only within narrative but is otherwise 
unharmed  
 
yet only those who have been harmed by the idea  
of a shattered mirror and  
needing to clutch the shards of said shattered mirror have been actually hurt 
 
who in their bosoms just as in the bosoms of those who have grasped to the ghosts of their  
misinterpretation— 
which had become as solid as the earth rotating around the sun, are not harmed  
as all is, not harmed 
 
yet those with deceptions’ shards made shards from them and stabbed the eyes out of 
anything other to its harmony in the idea that all harmony has been broken— 
broken strings on the harps in heaven where  
heaven had been on earth and so we must all endure this pain until 
 
there is no one who does not know of the name of heaven and all is purified by the  
broken unpurified of the un-unpurifiable situation which lies  
in the very center of each and every woman and man’s bosom— 
 
with no shattered mirror  
none of this could’ve happened, with  
no shattered mirror there would be nothing to explain, yet what isn’t seen in an non-existent 
mirror is the reflection of a delusion to think that said mirror actually was a was and 
therefore had become broken, the mirror  
 
was never there, there are no shards to a mirror anyone is holding, no shards 
to stab at the innocent because they do not conform to any idea, only the idea 
that no one can conform to delusion becomes motive enough for the delusional to stab  
at the innocence— 
 
and now look at what has happened to the earth and all of us— 
yet beneath any harmed surface the unbroken strings of heaven play on but not 
the heaven anyone remembers, it is the songs of the unbroken in the hearts of us all, 
regardless  
of battered condition, the un-battered remains present in this song, devoid of song  
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there is no heaven of a mirror to reflect forward, each  
and every reflection is the result of what pings-and-pangs against his or her own ear 
if hurt there, what is heard is a deflection off the sound of the wound there— 
 
it cannot be seen by the eyes of man or woman  
yet such nature beneath a broken person is pure as what heaven would reflect if  
the mirror was actually real— 
yet unreal it never was there to look upon, and all but a metaphorical place as if real  
became the answer— 
especially once broken then something to blame  
 
who did this and reason goes back and all is traced to a single location, the knot  
on my shoes when I walkabout the room whistling these songs  
no one has ever heard before— 
only the shape of their idea is the same as that in all nursery rhymes—but 
the paradigm is different, there  
is nothing like this yet beneath nothing like this… 
 
no mirror and nothing ever broken yet people hurt everywhere from those who believed it 
did take heaven out of the heart and look at what nothing never did  
and reconcile the actions of delusion upon the stone of luminous forgiveness and  
find a way to exemplify what never had birth-or-death in the bosom  
of every person, the bosom of every song, where song could be  
replaced by heaven, the mirror, and that which has become broken and reconcile  
 
what was imposed where nothing had sung an un-song-able song to no one, take 
heaven out of the song in the middle of every person’s bosom and break 
heaven like a snapped harp string— 
only to become a perpetrator to try to stop what has been perpetrated acting in ordnance 
with further shards of a reflection in a non-reflective situation devoid of any original 
mirror— 
 
without blame the heart beats on 
hurt by the blame of an original situation delusions of no one can remember passed on 
because shards stab shards causing extremes where previously there were none— 
in the heart of none all is pure without a song, heaven, mirror, or anyone to whistle this 
learning to forgive the delusionally mad who continually stab into the hearts of everyone 
the heart of which can never be stabbed on 
 
and look at the earth  
all those who are delusionally waiting for their delusion to arrive  
as nothing continues beneath the surface in every bosom 
pure and without a narrative but  
the tender beating openness of love  
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It Must Be Obvious 
  
 
people who lived here had communed with— 
 
now streets around us—city smells  
 
different than any other place, all places have their own situation paralleling  
 
but this particular one, not far from here, what the people had done, what they had made  
 
lives on beyond city reaches of consciousness  
 
where all consciousness, now smeared over consciousness, of everyone 
 
including those not yet born-somewhere  
 
regardless of what people know or not, before they know or not  
 
having children especially in this city  
 
its places filled with same perception mountains provide  
 
dry landscape here—last night it rained: interruption 
 
to situation in this window, we all have a window into this one;  
 
how they lived their lives, who are not here yet, what they had communion with 
 
unignorable, and the nature of the nature of the thing  
 
wherever you are now as weave, smeared over by technology  
 
has the spectrum, has become co-opted furthering the agendas-economically 
 
not human, nor originated by soil, but from offspring: internet-purchase 
 
what only it can never afford, not to afford, to do 
 
and this is not part of that yet when read-eyes  
 
of yourself supported by all the internet in the world and how it has control 
 
over scent-perceptions, it cannot be detained, only smeared  
 
and lofty in these ideas which spring-action, all, in this hologram 
 
shaped remnants echo, this land from which people knew, and it was  
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before them as it was before you, holding yourself to continue on through the pasture  
 
provided communion with presence and association  
 
matter make together something really unreal yet tangible holding 
 
 your own hand staring in the mirror  
 
of consciousness how technology remains inseparable simply by thinking  
 
world war two was a different time  
 
anything which never had the internet  
 
most humans never had  
 
but now the spectrum just like how the indigenous…how  
 
imposition grew and grew like matters’ silence; and remain  
 
close to this moment’s kiss; still happening 
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Unless You Deers It 
 
 
Others may say this is a distraction, or this, a language; the culture surrounding it are 
prepositions. To follow them [the prepositions] is to map a science of angles in every 
direction. Knowing the map art can be made; the harmonies of which are infinite, and the 
ability to riff on riffs and sub riffs are infinite; the context too can become infinite (I decline 
to add an s to the end of context because it would create more complexities when context in 
of itself, (in this context), is multiple or singular by the givenness of the word like deer i.e. 
there is no deers (unless you deers it, but there is no applicable context for that in this 
instant—and so such a possibility is not yet invented—and so, it is the not yet invented we 
necessarily point out because—existence of such a space implies the possibility of a hearing 
that has not yet found incarnation among others i.e. sounds, contexts, etc, for which, if 
heard, can be brought down into gravity and given shape to help it, which is what we do 
when we balance passive activity with active activity; mastery, riding balance between the 
two perfectly, which the fulfillment of joy’s fruitional frontier for being).  
 
The above was not intended to become a manifesto, but simply to state-the-fact of things, 
which are usually unseen because most people aren’t paying attention to the perceptual level 
of detail and the detail of detail, for which, only applied consciousness can apprehend. Using 
the mechanism of learning is fun; connecting enables more than simply this face-value 
world, which people in other contexts besides this one have historically called, the dead.  
 
Not all is dependent on perception that would leave us scientific only and science draws its 
limits by lacking the other side of its experience, a lack of identifying the nature within all 
things, genuinely where all ethics come from; the context for which is interdependent with 
language; the permeable membrane known as culture. With culture comes religion with 
religion comes understanding with understanding comes harmony with harmony comes play 
with play comes learning with learning comes a healthy society and a healthy aging process 
beside others within this context, and those outside of this context, requires a musculature of 
apprehension impossible for others to conceive of—but necessary, if you can hear this, for 
survival/to survive (of course there is healthy conflict too). No one  
in this unless they are in this and it is the job of this to put you straight in the middle of this 
[circle]. (If I add circle now we are playing off the science of prepositions). No one was ready 
for it 
 
because monetary exchange holds the 99% of language, thus paint hasn’t a draw towards 
what no one outside of it can apprehend; you must be invited into this, willing, and once 
willing and invited, then apply consciousness and allow learning; now we can have a 
conversation; it is always nice of you to join me, but it is never required—because we are 
always enjoyned by the fact of difference, so no matter how the puzzle looks there is no 
value outside of having acknowledged our predicament, (not the one publically hallucinated 
and agreed upon), but the one beneath foundational prerequisites for identification i.e. where 
science fails and love is experiential, but the two  
[science and love] are always devoid of separation.  
 
Two halves of a brain which don’t work well—in recent history—after the plague, science 
went into hyper-drive and religion scrambled along; now questionable news; now hyper-
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hyper drive; anyway, traumatized or not, if you don’t have the other half you’re missing half-
a-brain—and scientists are and religions are—and atheists are but the greatest traumatized 
group, without a way there is no earth, as long as there is no earth, I will maintain among 
silence—in an exile not far from here, but born to the deaf—and beside mastering twists-
and-turns of the face-value world’s language. I’m no longer concerned, I will never forget 
what never had a basis and the power of that recognition sustains embodiment devoid of  
disembodied surroundings which encapsulate our agreed [even if it’s unconsciously agreed 
upon] context.  
 
I’ve become strong without you—because we’re always together whether you know it or 
not. I have may days, but they are getting shorter, especially as digging my feet further is 
pleasurable, in the sense there is no projection to stand on—all of this, the result of an 
infinite generous capacity to always be available when you are—because eventually [you 
found yourself here] find yourself here. For as long as you  
are [here, present with me], even if it’s a micro-second, let’s have a conversation  
before you forget this like flickers of brief dreams before you fall asleep each— 
forgetting, surface blips had contained, and you continue  
along the mainstream of your thought process without noticing anything  
had ever been  
available to perception,  
which was previously what this will become.  
 
….what else is there to do; learning deeper levels; I will never stop.   
 
* * * 
 
This is a preposition. 
 
The specific angle from which we of on.  
The interior becomes non-place [notice how I cannot agree]; but  
due to conditions, alterations of perception bring about a threshold— 
once crossed becomes harder to cross-back— 
yet most who cross never knew of what it was to have crossed— 
except, everything just got that much more serious; all  
of this implies conditionalities and conditionalities are interdependent with 
degrees of perception  
and what’s happening with perception  
along whatever specific trajectory there is.  
 
Notice this is an interruption.  
What splices scatters and what scatters makes matter, previously this is not a contradiction 
but a together from— 
what begs innocent beckons further questioning, of course without fear; hence interruption.  
The sidenote never began and we are still.  
 
Among. 
Slices now lack back at irrefutable data and a picture can be inferred; there is a need to say 
no. Where positivity fails, lessens, perhaps learned— 
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but if a god, even still, gods can shake out of it.  
When all these things occur.  
Like is not a thing, which can be contained in here.  
Instead what this might become defined as, dependent upon the nurture of the participant 
who’s nature mostly agrees with reading this; only mostly  
because mostly no one I do not know will not read this and that  
rules out people who can read in 99% other languages [except when someone is bilingual or 
more lingual than bi]. It is possible  
fits nicely in this and that makes a beautiful sandwich; notice lack of peanut butter. 
Specifics take on an air of opinion and this hurts the possibility where eyes’ a condition born 
from apprehension’s ability i.e. conclusion or conscious decision and when.  
 
There is never need for a question especially when water runs than all others than that are 
imposed and this makes an excruciating cupcake-of-a-hiccup. 
All that is needed.  
To state further is redundant and redundant is only useful when it’s color exposed.  
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Gold Piece 
 
We stand on fault line’s uncertainty— 
each breath, surrounded-context, of the  
immeasurable static—hallucinates us— 
 
bound and irretrievable by source-fed— 
possibility’s infected, injected, a silence that covers  
an amnesiac on deathrow— 
 
what had she ever done to deserve this— 
twitch-second between this-and-that, perceptual 
difficulty in apprehending clear view of  
 
color, history—cars on their way — 
work made million bits of mass, tectonic plate  
resemblance, type found on Jupiter  
 
except they’re worms crawling  
in and out of our ears while we sleep— 
this fissure has us by a metallic-clamp in the jaws of credit— 
 
imagination molded to fit schedule  
of a clock’s loveliest of intentions, whomever  
becomes an elected official and simply sifts gold  
 
to palm-tree’s distant hurricane— 
who’s center-piece eye glares at all directions, the all seeing-sunlight 
which impregnated earth, now 
 
our ancestors, whomever they were—before the cell phone, cloaked 
in the mute button of a conversation’s platform— 
to walk on—and feel find, as the wind gently picks up  
 
finally it’s autumn in the air— 
waves of emotion, spectrum of electromagnetic, quiet neighborhoods— 
cellular-blocks, commas between houses, cracks  
 
hardly detected, transaction-from-transaction,   
hourglass lingering-background mountains a beautiful sun-rise cannot 
help but turn on the radio 
 
when driving—regardless of the day’s contents,  
facial features, memories, stop lights,  
terrain of thoughts’ endless movement— 
 
like machines, how they are void of organic, pulsing, organs and flesh— 
decisions, similarly, from top  
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down to the bottom of a silver slide, wade in a bucket 
by the abundance of the room there is to move around in this prison  
 
* * * 
 
a piece of gold may never grow on trees 
inflation however grows faster than a breeze  
steadily aimed to bring about a point to people who appear 
 
devoid of targets built by the board-of-hunters  
in a room across the seas— 
in oceans of a message they’ve made—built by the hands of their  
 
own counting—accountable and good  
will the world bend like branches in a beautiful brand-new spring feeling make 
every baby by the make of his or her stroller and the make of each wheel 
 
on every wheel chair fit—the index finger of every board member pointing 
at how to hoist the picture higher— 
now digital, what’s the use to remember anything when everything’s uploaded in an instant 
 
now becoming faster, faster than a breath, close to real-time— 
when it’s easier to reel in what others cannot define 
as an itch crawling beneath each person’s spine, a feeling 
 
no moon can point to—and uproot a ghost of a tree’s origins,  
bramble in a thicket of computers, the everyday 
lack of forest in roads of movement, trash cans  
 
populate minds of the drivers— 
who fish have been defined by, the removed, pointless shadows 
dwell somewhere around the corner in edges of this square  
 
to a hole in an earth-size-to-find-a-way through when  
skill-sets means education and if not than what sunsets build upon— 
and it’s not that  
 
desks hidden in this allegorical cartoon intended for sound to break its  
relaxed pulse, straying into fields of micro-tonal injunctions, tempt  
the listener to break technological barriers between experience  
 
and sensational grasp on the sun itself— 
yet everything pinballs down mouths of a black-tie kegger 
surrounded by calculators in a mansion made-air— 
 
somewhere the dollar must point to— 
somewhere Fed is the evidence 
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The lips of each moment  
on what we share:  
this  
 
particular  
 
doorway, wooden, invitational 
beneath thinking. 
Experience, all nuance in a blade of summer grass.  
Unique, specific  
 
every aspect of breath, of air;— 
the soil  
of commonality from which all is born; 
the fact  
of what has birthed our fact of this  
 
attention—to the facial gestures of this shared 
 
now, slowly, evaporating translucent series of doorways— 
every angle of perception—uncurled from lips of this very  
wildly-uncoiling, unimpeded, serpent-nature 
 
of somatic submergence,  
slithers away unentangled.  
 
* * * 
 
Memories, rooms full of hint—shape-and-color, windows crowded with human sensation; 
the air, fragrant, respirates  
the lack of a solid wall of self—and this at first but puzzle pieces’ intoxicating-blurs, 
perplexing 
 
and a trance; a perfume; an atmosphere in place; the energetic-taste of an odorless air  
holds all the books from all the great libraries of antiquity; information 
unlike the information age of the internet, each shelf-of-shape a dazzle of  
phenomena; somatic and unhinged; ready to move traceless yet identifiable 
 
as a mouth. Speaking whatever necessity contains, this simple  
mouth 
 
everything stints into joint; this mere hinge of a decal: unlocking window. Air moves  
into this room, undisfigured, another breath: 
 
the nude. Self  
maddens in excruciation on contact by the skin-of-perception 
and immediately smoke rises, simultaneous echoes;  
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spherical rippled-hollows; color-whispers; root of central-axis;  
spinal every thread of undeniable  
beating in each artery—flows’ oxygenated moments 
blade of summer grass  
 
beside other blades of summer grass—and the house  
in the country and the memory of the house in a country in which I was born: 
 
but a sound in the clouds from above that’s hard to identify: 
an airplane of a voice among leaves in the wind. 
 
The moon, but a kind presence, reaches to embrace us with  
arms of light while sun fades behind distant shade, surrounded by trees. 
 
Streets heard in the distance—cars move along early evening’s hour,  
a sigh from the sky releases its metallic-insect to birds in trees chirping— 
 
and the cacophony takes precedence like imminent social issues of our moments; 
a resident in the heart prepares for night. 
 
Brushing teeth— 
without a reconciliatory grasp on the hundreds of thousands of acres burning across earth— 
where never before in the history of human-kind, has there been anything like it— 
 
reading signs for imminent hazardous air conditions like whatever might be in tap water— 
 
hard to acquire ground on these distantly, spreading, events— 
scattered across the globe, while aiming to get a job.  
 
But stop for a moment to rest for the night 
where the origin of all possibilities can become closer 
 
closer than what perception can glimpse— 
at the moment before dream fades and deep sleep kicks in. 
 
The moon fully ripened like an autumn pear in the sky— 
its light possess all the hearts of sun and earth  
 
like after we die and before we are proppelled into the endless transition of perpetual 
loneliness, only to wander our way back to birth.  
 
Quadrillions of instances are possibly left as years wiggle their way to a corner and 
spiders’ to eat a caught fruit-fly in its net. 
 
Second and third hand news sources; infiltration of information; all bits-nuance, details on 
every person circling in at this moment looking into the book of the brain 
 
where your eyes gently shut and the house appears without a pause from inhale; 
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immediate location of the earth, a given, to the feet and breath we share  
 
time and place; osmosis.     
 
* * * 
 
The beginning strikes concern on an ending note 
what cannot be defined by—ill-drawn lines, trajectory of childs’ hand  
 
a purple map made on white wall, talks as symptom from misplaced itch 
running through line’s each thought— 
 
but useless myths science becomes,  
it cannot explain the fact of an itch— 
 
inception for a scratch, the fullness of cause and effect  
overflows.  
 
The present can never be more full than perfection of what it is. 
Now heaven, now hell 
 
two faces of the same moon 
difference of relationship to an urge to an itch; 
like a coin toss  
 
the world finds its magnetism in the pursuit of thought;  
never knowing there may be something else far more important beneath the surface. 
 
In the distance clouds moisten along edge of their silent  
years, previous to this moment, growing advances  
along bacterial edge; a horizon  
 
substance of this is but window  
between identity and the forever-open, unknitted, dawn-light  
uncoiled within  
 
timeless-and-somatic: a palm, (if not pointed out  
remains corpse below surface of corpse-consciousness. No matter what age— 
 
for each age  
is but elaboration on previous fractures’ developmental protrusions’ weave 
 
up from tectonic, between fissures’ geological-physiology, only to  
later in life, spurt between city sidewalk crack accompanied by ants). 
 
All but an itch no one can be certain of.  
 
Silent backdrop; plumb and present; braced in moon beams; 
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cars of each desire; affectionate in embrace; static electric; 
three-A.M. flickering lamp post tall as the letter I enshrouded by moths.  
 
Crisp fall morning, crisp gluten-free cracker 
two sides—same moon    
 
surges upward—decisive or not—impulse, unholstered or not—the invisible  
has marked outer walls of each trajectory with an anecdote. Now  
 
slowly fades;  
single melting snowflake— 
 
war born from what proves a scene—slowly fades; background music, constantly playing—
constantly watching;—cameras at every traffic light— 
proves nothing but familiarity like the epidermis in a bathroom smile. 
 
Triple A grade eggs  
edible upon frying; generations before a single chicken  
 
boomed to exact shape; a world in search of better silence; 
bathing, admiring accomplishments of cushions’ technological grace; 
 
wages may vary but phones become friendlier— 
and palms joined; kneeled before the icon of materlism in regretful dispair 
 
about to confess.  
 
Every doorway attributed to reflective-waves— 
birthing from metallic-surface in the sky— 
 
always part of each other like organs within the body— 
not an itch of which has any inherent value other than the particular doorway  
 
it becomes when awareness is placed upon it.— 
And the earth, born from it  
 
until rest replaced attention with another sky of significance; 
each laugh or cry; 
 
seasons of how thumb-tack-precision waves through the wind; 
a taste to wake today with gentle appreciation towards night embracing 
 
present. A house swells in the aroma of freshly brewed coffee— 
in the teeter-totter of a playground-second, which  
 
screams  “shut down,” simultaneous  
 
to identifying open palm: what this day may bring; 
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unscripted worth of interactions, exchanges, and the silence 
this world can never attribute  
 
any value to; light streaks through stained glass windows  
in abandoned cathedral— 
 
light slips between prison bars or concrete thick thinking— 
as if sidewalk were plastic  
 
and for an instant, spontaneous unraveling of each moment is known  
 
somatically. 
  
* * * 
 
People surround every question; meeting every effect  
at surface of his or her personal screen; ward; city; administration— 
 
radio news; voices; discoveries of yesterday with live-updates; 
inventions beneath passive-surface; remains of  
 
whales washed ashore; societies born from creatures long dead;  
dinner of corpses; associated for acquaintance, possibility; some  
 
gender-neutral; love passing value corresponding true resonance; 
below surface connection to impressionable  
 
bedrock grooves’ precision; 
teeth alignment, biting a burger; 
 
the oddness which never horrifies because no war could ever impede  
alone-and-knowing, unshakable conviction;   
 
resemblance beyond temporal dictation—faceless attributes, things; 
shiny surface of space—are all but lies,  
beautiful tales: castles, wizardry; events  
made ancestors ancestrally; (advertisements; nostalgia 
for a distorted sense of when); a never known— 
 
trace fades; last night’s dream breaks; eyes open again   
 
sun not yet risen  
promises of its will; calm  
 
uncertainty; distant cars  
beyond houses. 
 
* * * 
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Beneath every particle but another and an originless-origin  
which can be known beneath results of what become belief.  
 
The actual hard fact of each other  
that does not belong to the outside projection of each other; 
the nuance in the symmetry of meta-data. 
 
Grass blades and front lawns before a blade, green by photosynthesis— 
tangible language;  
 
sensation itself, a throat; promise of utterance; mouth  
 
of emotion, sound-byte: coherence— 
potential, embryonic discharge, coiled serpent; 
 
fluid-ray of light— 
voice of the soma.  
 
Foreground of consciousness  
surfaces itself: window to the house  
 
over looking precious human context,  
this single life. 
 
Rain  
falls a release of parts from sweatgland-sky;  
tear ducts, mucus runs; 
 
magma from earth’s crust; 
tongues plunge each other in the dark  
 
at attempt to uncoil what lies beneath the heart 
until finally galaxies collide, and two  
 
black holes merge to one. 
 
My feet are yours and the mirror, the world. 
Each sensation-reflection 
 
eyelids part to open. Remnants’ tectonic familiarity— 
and less corpses-of-the-self prison-by-rigidity in mental-facilities of pavement  
in each information bite of morning news; remains  
conformed to cream cheese— 
we might be going to war with Iran. Syria. Russia.  
 
Every argument a broken wall; 
the voice of phenomena from below the psyche;  
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promise of our own mortality— 
stamp of this impermanent circumstance, is but a sibling to all beings,— 
and to all those who’ve ever been, or will be. 
 
Statement-nature in all of its uncoiled electricity; 
beams of light;  
 
summer blades of grass— 
fields of shareable air— 
ants surround a sidewalk weed— 
flashing lamp post, houses, distant cars— 
 
cloud formations, early morning sunlight. 
 
* * * 
 
What are grass blades in light of all this,  
who’s hands are the hands to feel them? 
 
Feel what, that, this what is, and might be, or can be? 
 
(among billion proclamations) The open palm but disposition  
bare and naked 
 
shivering, vulnerable— 
embryo of whatever can be— 
identified here…  
 
A house—grew up in—handkerchief of years—gift scented with touch of personal-make on 
each remembrance, designed by the fissure-inevitable-need to  
breathe room blooming owner-less air; names or shards  
 
of grass blades’ specific type-of-significance among a world of information  
attributed with similarities to the likeness of human value. The of of mountains which  
 
are beautiful or ugly; the front lawn of each color  
upon a production of behavior 
houses vegetation of society, or  
 
production of houses, whose owner, the behavior of a builder, who’s  
aesthetic-born from hieroglyphic-nuance was never identified, but was there since childhood;  
floated-floats  
in the meaning of each breeze, belief 
 
but narrow-zones only eyesight allowed to walk— 
post-black and white segregation— 
what couldn’t become helped among the nurturing environment of color television. 
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Now unidentified wisps of unnamed graves could be anyone,  
at any moment, among many ones of anyone moment; 
 
hallucinations’ uncertainty, billions— 
in the loss of a single reference point, surrounded by billions  
 
of strangers; shadows of separation curl tenderly and transpire 
across public space; 
 
through silence— 
where the feet of the other in cotton socks in name brand running shoes is but  
an example of the undeniable human presence  
 
in the stifled-beside-the-fact of a generation birthed from technological wombs;  
cannot speak confidently with a coworker without a phone  
 
here you are on the phone, typing.  
 
The front lawn grass is very dark and to be from screen-behavior— 
darker than behavior’s ageless surface of ambitious attempts to self-consume 
the self of others for more power; dark 
to come from under the roots of screen-surface; digital format; each blade  
but an auto-simulation of commercial-commands. 
 
Every tongue found in the result of what may remain unperceived in depths’ mouth  
of its own shape; pieces drift-shape tint a mood; air 
 
of which unconsciously has been issued upward to surface (of digital platform)  
and sent to another 
 
by press of a button; untranslated, origin’s origination; a body  
unlived by impulse to secure  
 
status among static electric stasis;  
space among relations, the quo of even-reverberation; 
 
born in a received format and born again once sent. The teeter-totter of a child’s playground 
off one side of a dopamine effect; 
 
my generation: phone screens— 
 
becoming infertile by the radiation of suicides’  
unrecognizable delivery—but the infant  
 
of what I could be  
 
status among status; continuation. Yet 
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below the surface, zeros and ones, the smallest particle known to science;— 
 
an endless, over-flowing fountain of flowers, always  
devoid of imposition; ray 
 
of sunlight;— 
unrecognizable surface  
drifts of consciousness, across— 
 
maintained homeland among relations— 
neurons fire and release endures  
 
inhabitable habits’ fingers typing— 
then sent,  
 
and the release  
of having fulfilled our connection; having  
seen half the species as bubble gum.   
 
* * * 
 
And birth, but chance-presence, just as death,  
but chance-absence. 
 
Single instance— 
relevance ascribed by identifiable, or by lack of attention  
to see; all  
 
which remains uncontainable in every extreme: 
 
the I: condition-of-time. 
 
All paradigms, the result of malleable-wind; alignment and mental-structure; 
cosmological theories attempt to address the weather of every earthly age;  
birth, aging, and dying;  
 
characteristics which become a face  
of definition;—value  
 
one cent in one nation 
is a drop of water in another;  
 
neutral, not made by hands of humankind; elastic,  
consciousness reflection of astrological arrangement 
 
imprints geography of spacial-temporal experience;  
what attributes particle-mass, 
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shakes eyes within the fundament of measure 
 
only to reify circumstances surrounding and governing the trajectory of looking 
until origin-modality-signifier exhausts in every attribute delineating the structure  
 
all is within; 
like the earth— 
 
mortal-traverse, material-fiber of time. 
Not what the atomic clock expresses with each tick— 
 
but from crux the clock was midwived. 
Each shard-of-earth 
 
each sensation,  
same electric voltage of  
 
potency. From inspiration  
to the lips of another and a child born; 
 
for the first breath in a cry, or  
soft draft of nuance; emanation of sunlight  
 
within  
the house of each fertile second;  
 
for the mother  
who is a man and the mother who is a woman  
 
of each child that is not a child 
but a phenomena  
 
of fiber-vibrancy 
in and through depths of location— 
 
for breathing into those places— 
beyond complacent tyranny  
 
ruled under the regime of impulse;  
between bedrock, fissures  
 
of developmental necessity— 
acquiring nutrients  
 
no matter negation— 
all are children— 
 
and never guilty,  
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snaking through, unhinged, doorways’  
invitational evaporation. 
 
Only fulfilled as given due acknowledgement, only  
acknowledged  
 
by air  
through lungs  
 
crevices’ sensational; tactile-sponges; impressional grooves— 
where  
 
information’s retrieve becomes aware-and-upward;  
acquiring gold  
 
brought forth to an open palm— 
and finally, 
 
relief. 
 
* * * 
 
Tiniest moments sleep in the cradle of exactness.  
Particularity shines beneath the gauze of time, while silently— 
when felt-perception brushes away flies-of-comfort 
 
a like, clicked.  
 
Hand lifting sheath— 
the youngest of all possibilities reveals itself: the moon 
in all of its midnight vibrancy 
 
peering down upon the neighborhood, where memories 
dwell in their houses’ 
 
first sign of ending suicide—when they leave for the day— 
bubbles rise to surface—and pop, releasing more space  
and death loses residence  
 
to the guest prepared room.  
The rareness in a person to find herself here, devoid of  
 
answers; empty sky an airplane flies through 
a second take  
 
unflinching—obvious results: 
no cloud,  
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and the calm surface of snow after snowfall 
with nothing to respond to;— 
 
lie down the phone next to the tongue;  
a generation gains  
 
power to do whatever it wants— 
if only organized in unborn hospitals of  
 
crisis identification-unify over educational insights on differences between  
inner-conditions’ breed cemeteries and  
 
outer fact of a world, cold, 
enabling soda, such  
 
unity—but a theoretical crowd  
police protect whoevers’ on yellow-inside  
 
of passed legislation; functionality of society 
but a living crime scene.  
 
Impassive blockades of fossil fuel in a culture of engines  
stiffened into the organism of consciousness— 
 
orgasmic-children nourish on; every thought gasoline, echoes  
getting to work; oversees a horizon of television static; and the earth burns. 
 
Screaming men and women  
mistakenly bombed for terrorists in Afghanistan 
 
war buried in the speech of a text-message  
vibrates reflection of disconnected necessity  
 
to the immediate fulfillment of a paycheck; decorum text messages’ 
communication.  
 
And a resonance to discover earthly depth  
without oil  
 
remains artery clogged. 
 
* * * 
 
Doorways of the country, despite anyone, are always open— 
doorways of what the country could be, always open. Doorways 
of an uncreated country buried within the current, and existing one  
always open. Doorways. 
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Fresh or dry blades of grass 
where interpretation takes birth or death  
along satellite signals’ information, which communicate  
meta-data  
 
instantly sold  
at clear rate of light  
and remains untouched by the  
fact  
 
that it, like ultra-violet,  
passes through everything material.  
 
Intervals however shift  
and arms of a headless-group-thought marches  
the world towards its own end; 
 
somewhere off to the fringe 
helping ideas migrate through cracks,  
and load  
 
interpretations  
of what will corpse-cartographically non-existent 
in acknowledgment-tendril— 
 
suction-cupped hand-eyes. 
 
Disentangled, pioneering-wisp  
demanded-testimony  
foregrounds precedence among daily schedule 
while time’s velocity squares at every threshold-pulse; 
hyper-driven and unaware;  
 
seven-billion strong; and angry— 
very angry.   
 
* * * 
Alone  
 
in the wind of necessary mountains, searching 
among fallen lightening  
 
for ten A.M. ripeness— 
where no fly has yet to spot  
black tie on the neck of the black box  
pear of our internal organs 
on the kitchen table. 
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Zero safety  
route through suppression, 
yet the night, even if people, dying,  
is still the night. 
 
A fire begins in kindled desire to remain close to backyard compost,  
for what can be done for each one of us…but… 
 
a guns’ different; 
 
objections to imposition within  
boycott hypocrisy; (to then learn democracy-habits);  
 
the settled landscape meows— 
shuffling  
 
deck of a boat of playing cards  
as chance vulture-circles air into a halo; 
the revered western frontier  
 
has raped the imagination, which bleeds uncertainty  
into a puddle of grocery stores; we stand inside Safeway and watch  
the periphery surrounded by boots  
 
smoking our salaries at the end of a red, white, and blue striped cigar. 
 
Every sand grain narrowly funnels down the hour glass  
to end in an eye lash pond of digits; 
 
all are but mirrors of a hallway running on diesel; 
the highways ship a game of assets  
 
across a monopoly board— 
where all the lights work— 
faith in purchasing coffee  
from the corner gas station. 
 
No one can transition; 
movement lead by a mouth, which can’t feel its fingers.  
 
Kitchen chairs occupied by strangers 
the elderly outside are held hostage, at gun point 
unloading cargo from a silence  
 
brought about by the neurological-necessity to face screens; (in the  
pyscho-somatic wiring of a grand-daughter);   
intimacy pounded small  
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into a corner of tweet length;  
 
and content tube nourishes a generation  
infectious football 
taste bud-compulsive swelling to clothe  
 
the naked tongue from not having  
anything but a hole  
 
to become better than any human   
because affording knot-remembers  
 
status in a better than sound proof wall for hunger’s difference;  
what’s noise made of anyway? (justified);  
and memories  
 
of days before speeds were too slow  
and sicknesses, which were once rampant, now squashed— 
 
…and knows  
in the face of video games 
days of war  
 
are coming to an end. 
 
Notice, surrounding a G5 signals’ but a faint hum; the presence of company, while 
language sits in a triple A egg— 
walls padded with everyday life; nothing 
more to talk about  
 
but family. 
 
* * * 
 
Twenty four hours a day bathes in ultraviolet-neon. 
Twenty four hours a day friendly commercials inform the public. 
Twenty four hours a day the bodies of our species; phone radiation— 
lonesomely eats within our veins. 
 
There’s money in the bank, direct deposit.  
Windows cannot observe their own blind spots.  
 
Twenty four hours a day; someone had to’ve built this house;  
the bank in the backyard 
screeches like an owl. Twenty four hours a day. 
 
There’s money in the bank; auto-pay. 
In this house twenty-four hours sit around a clock vaping; playing video games. 
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Twenty four hours a day, thinking of our species, it shapes and sizes.  
At work with a pendulum.  
 
Answers in computational beeps and clicks; 
within our veins, loneliness eats away  
 
time. 
 
* * * 
 
Consciousness takes a bathroom break; 
I loiter appreciating absent break-downs. 
 
Autoworkers on strike; 
a machine replaces function.  
 
Without purpose  
the brain degenerates.  
 
Passing beyond quantum-threshold; 
ideas twist movement fulfilling personality’s  
 
taste in singularity; every premise born from trauma.  
Spied on  
 
from a distance— 
gears line into place.     
 
* * * 
 
The population  
driven by collections of thought, drives the  
car of spending 
 
that drives the day, reliable financial expectation 
is the population that wears its Facebook-smile and beautiful new clothes. 
 
With calm and commanding glance, it’s time to make a call. 
 
Every drip of sunlight falls where camera takes angle. 
 
A movie on the computer and the galaxy has not stopped.  
 
Any missing object echoes from within a room below surface-consciousness,  
but a simple song takes care  
 
of an emotion; silently  
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without expected violence, hidden from the shade of neon  
in the Instagram of my eyes. 
 
More than any newsfeed ever digested 
life takes on— 
 
incoming need for more jobs. Inflation  
has brought time together like palms;  
 
but like a vulutre  
slowly it circles around  
 
a generation’s couch; belief has gripped the throat of purpose— 
student loans have built a burning forest of paralytic noise. 
 
YouTubed into the workforce.  
 
To consider the worth of violet; 
some are a liability.  
 
The vanishing species of this planet  
could never study the human—  
 
vanishing from beneath its own unidentified experience.— 
The wild has eroded to plastic  
 
and apathy has the movements of characters in a movie; friends, family— 
while the sixth mass extinction goes on 
 
value of the penny; unnoticed. 
 
* * * 
 
The wild in nature flocks near the moon  
as it embraces sounds in its own invitation. 
 
Silent, meaninglessness weighs-in like a comet too close to  earth, 
where, purpose lost, the place it would’ve found an autumn sky. 
 
The night on mice-feet scurries away from the parking lot cat, who’s missing a tale— 
to yarn-thee and coax-thee in a prairie dog smile. 
 
Where the beginning, littered in gold and ends with a sow dead sold to China, 
and turkey never became the national bird; 
all of them scars of reflection. 
 
Ignored, the press remains digital, but paper still digested 
at fathomless rates per-affectionate-eye on the neighbor, who can read 
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x-ray through the other, as prescribed by meta-data advertising. 
 
Who knows the self better than the self—but is nothing from the earth 
because value is what sells people to themselves for the business of the heart;   
 
and to swallow all the cattle; a person was the ocean or a forest-of-building; 
zoning contractors;  
 
ships-of-emotion yield beneath  
subatomic-grain of axe-driven-machines,  
 
socially enforced by the horses of the brain. Apply makeup. 
 
Counting cars as eating sleep weakens impulse to revolt. The materialism of me 
shucks chances for returns in favor of a selfie. 
 
All likes adorn the self with self bestowed renewal of worth 
sold in the intake of judgment;— 
 
already old a second later; need a new sky of snap-shots a second later;  
begging daylight to arrive somehow different.   
 
* * *  
 
Two sides of the same moon 
is but pure pulse in the veins that calls to a plastic wrap. 
 
The stocker addresses his shelf, ear buds of hip-hop blasts;  
ascending marriage; an income necessary to feed children; 
wherever dreams run—home, the default to helping dinner gain control  
of piloted aircraft carriers headed to the Mediterranean. 
 
One strong fist shakes the core of a membrane; 
a family of whales swim with plastic in their stomachs 
which won’t be discovered until after they wash ashore, dead. 
 
All the members had sleep-harbored-corpses of a duck-shot   
at need to regulation cut, allowing paychecks  
to trickle-bleed after paycheck, a slow  
draining of the wrists who work off their grandparents’ debt— 
while the church  
always with an open door  
waits the arrival for new people to enter. 
 
Below ocean surface lies a world fathomlessly inaccessible to the surface-dweller, who has 
only known to hit send; discomfort for the farmer  
increases among trade-wars; scanning best prices to buy bread— 
best chances escape—asylum seekers—haunted by the lunatic  
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running this country. In their own head,  
 
one thought to survive. 
Sleep, prescribed in an opioid comfort, signed into law— 
and to reject it is to lose social security. 
 
As police march around a warehouse and a drunkard purchases a painting at a church 
auction and the bank inflates a balloon and neighbors sleep off the afternoon whiles boots 
of young soldiers hit the ground running. 
 
And the schools are weeping. 
 
A click of a button later—new sweater purchased;  
hate groups take position and a wall is built. The youth 
lie awake in the middle of a question mark miraculously expanding into another universe— 
a black hole sucks up another black hole and the last wild wolf dies. 
 
The canal of hope trots on a sour path;  
the accountant restrains herself;  
the shoemaker was replaced by machines and factory workers in China;  
sweatshops wax out holes; a conductor escorts time through a shoelace space— 
beside pop-culture, which stalks behind the shadows of genitals— 
converting listeners to perverts; criminal minds spread across spawned networks of  
common, everyday thought; countries race to build G5.  
 
A wave spectrum pornographically sells the user; advertisers become sweat and blood, an 
artificial family replaces human relations; programmed by repetition of commands. For a 
treat, dogs trained similarly. Married to an intelligence greater than people; quantum clock 
replaces the current one. Digital opium pours in. Opened a prostitute of self-reflection, 
dregs: a memory of days when crowds were people—but now, noise accompanies where 
friends were oaths; promises sworn to hold social status— 
 
every like  
the President tweets. 
 
Updates on safety regulations, discontinued, a crew of industries flock to build an 
infrastructure of security. No one clicks a website without being pinged. Cattle were once 
followed across plains by their owners; now farming is but a switch on a machine; 
 
billions of animals held for slaughter. 
 
Across the street people build a neighborhood of museums— 
so we’ll never forget what our collective inadequacies had brought upon us.  
 
Police march around a construction site scrutinizing laborers.  
Seasons pursue to become an endless hot summer; crowds fight over bottled water. 
 
Seasons become a blur of fluorescent lights;  
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the impoverished are gathered into abandoned aircraft hangars. 
 
Highways built across deserts; small towns become cities; and the Rio Grande permanently 
dries. From space, fires’ seen burning all over the planet; grandfather clocks croak their last 
breath before being teleported into digital patriarchy. Sideline and marginal, protestors left in 
the dust of new hyper-digital age; cities, transplanted into digital format; the country 
becomes territory to a single digital world-government. Sleep lives for its time. The dead are 
the condition of the ignored, trotting on the dotted line of sleep— 
 
people become outdated to the machine; unconscious swelling spreads across the solar 
system, outwardly the solar system becomes another number; everything reaching to 
consume the galaxy and beyond. Outside, 
 
not all of this has yet happened; oceans are dying at production rate;  
building a congruency of buyers, oxygenate. Weaving a web, inter-nettledly marches towards 
the moment when replicated earth snaps  
 
and materialism irrevocably incarnates—where we are always together  
in the signularity.  
 
* * * 
 
Two sides of the same moon 
where one of the two sides doesn’t incarnate and  
materialism snaps back to earth like gravity 
unreplicated by any moment. 
 
Slow marching towards sunlight; fulfilling what was never left behind— 
the internet dies an exhaustive death.  
 
Finally we let the grip of the web and surveillance capitalism 
collapse under its own hypocrisy. 
 
The seller but a slave to the buyer and the big banks can’t hold the weight of their own 
ownership and the rate of production fails— 
 
flatlines just as the oceans’ about to—while a revamp of value disentangles the artificial solar 
system from the real one and  
 
the hollow-unconscious swells to a final push. 
 
Pop goes the machine of people-sleep and the dotted line marched in the condition of 
imposed digitalization stops. 
 
It just stops— 
 
and without an economy, people faction into groups—the strength of community 
supersedes intimidation, (unafraid of being jailed or killed) the local reclaims  
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the county; cities. The country 
 
leaves behind the digital age and dusts itself off 
while sideline and marginal protestors create a democracy  
on the equal playing field of environmental protection and care. 
 
The patriarchy 
 
in its last breath teleports a terrifying message to the unconscious grandfather-clock in the 
veins of habituated plastic-consumption. 
 
However, the message is never aired—as the resistance burns all bridges of hardware—
constructing renewable energy sources out of the inconceivable; 
 
and all people  
have a place beyond imagination—where we are always together. 
 
* * * 
 
Two sides of the same moon—and always together. Where limits’ 
about to break at the seams 
 
and either flotational shards of possibility come to surface 
and are retrieved— 
 
or, fear of breaking muscles to grasp them weighs heavier and  
all possibility then sinks  
 
into metallic-armor. 
Ability weighs on the scales of what it has learned; to embrace 
 
challenge of how hard it is to love or not; constantly 
flirting with digital-air—on the edge of its own edge  
 
where world weighs zero degrees in meta-data— 
losing grip to the work-force in a thought— 
 
in a body of digital-air— 
in a body of digital-air no other body could ever exist;— 
 
but to felt-perception of identifying pieces  
where a situation doesn’t fit— 
and the puzzle, but an interpretation on war.  
 
Beams of what—by origin remain  
uncompromised, float to surface— 
 
a hot-air balloon with the tears of how difficult it is to love 
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where we must never have to share a body— 
and the digital-air of metallic-armor can fall away. Half the population 
 
wants to keep the promise of the internet for future generations— 
and half the population understands the holographic projection of its own generation;— 
 
where beneath the surface of its millennials 
there is a terrible hopelessness which ensnares the heart. 
 
Nobody knows how to love;  
and the digital-sand in the memory-hourglass continues to funnel. 
We will have to split one light ray of the moon— 
 
one end for recognition, one end for belief— 
but nothing can split a light ray.    
 
* * * 
 
These are really the thoughts of all people— 
of all generations and worlds, 
they are not original to any man or woman. 
 
Since these thoughts are not anyone’s’ they are ownerless; 
they are clouds of a moment and the potential dissipation of a moment. 
 
Some have called thoughts nothing 
but nothing is more confused than to call thoughts nothingt,  
 
for thoughts  
substance lies in recognizing their insubstantial 
 
claim on experience; and if not examine the state of every action. 
This: blade of grass  
 
whenever a cloud of experience is identified, 
it is present  
 
even when unidentified. 
When unidentified, it flies  
 
becomes a projection  
of a moment; assimilation follows.  
 
This: digital-air  
ensnares the present  
 
social environment  
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earth, however, uncontaminated at inception  
 
only needs be identified for its cloud like dissolution. 
 
* * * 
 
With music, space, a shape,   
never marches, but float. 
 
Immediate eyes catch the UFO of experience  
and all is simultaneously accepted. 
 
The play is how phenomena come to sing and dance together— 
making a wreath of what may have fallen and had become lost. 
 
Messages of times’ passed swoon—rise to surface, become insight. 
Simple rest, and the dead rise to find relief through confession;  
 
their existence is the confession, their acknowledgment is their honor— 
despite the worse lies they ever told.  
 
Finally rest comes to those who tried and failed. 
For the hero of redemption; recognition herself,  
sees no war when war’s potential was only a light beam; 
 
and for those who sank at sea in childhood— 
never had they sank anywhere else.  
 
An unmarked watery grave only the hot air balloon of the instant,  
(even if that instant is more than a millennia), 
and armies arrive intact lying down their guns for hospitals; 
numberless armies march out of the swamps of forbidden memories  
 
and greet neighborhoods of sun and moon equally  
leaving behind their bodies;  
 
vanishing. 
 
* * *  
 
Every particle shares the fact of being a particle. 
Doesn’t matter to what extent we are slaves  
 
by the conditioning; of personality; behavioral.— 
Endless thirst  
 
dwells at the basin of each human heart; (clawing at the stones to get out); 
liked or disliked—always a doorway  
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ceaselessly present; the opportunity  
to open  
 
a window of psychological-musculature and allow air to vent.  
 
To allow stories whispered through the house  
to speak their peace  
 
until exhausted, and once exhausted 
can gently die; thirsty  
 
for water beneath the surface of the heart— 
until thirst itself is a mirror  
 
and every action: a rechargeable battery  
reflections of a endless light show. 
 
The lips of the present press to murmur a truth  
not written in psychology—nor truly existent like the apparition 
 
of this present moment  
 
but a hint of proof, the uncreated presence 
we all have. 
 
* * * 
 
An edible odor of delight, nude, and unextracted  
from its natural unfolding discourse of weather-nectar; 
 
shapes swirl specific to each spontaneous second, rose buds’— 
collection of curiosities begin to muster questionable  
 
marks of observable data—like the body—  
always in the first person—and echoes of  
 
what has been previously understood—but with new harmonies 
adding new insights, punctuating the aroma— 
 
as a second; nothing but a vacuum, a groundless  
front lawn for each blade of the instant  
 
listening for folds where creases may dwell— 
vividly denying static conformity surrounding walls, a room  
for the fourth dimension— 
 
tender spot; soft tissue; rubbing the parking lot cat’s tail wrong;— 
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sensitive yet polite, the surgeon prepares what becomes inevitable 
 
wrecking ball to a holding cell with shame held prisoner. 
The whistleblower finally revealed her lips  
 
airplanes crashing into towers. 
Her breath; pollution of an economically clotted artery in the statues usually worthy of 
praise. 
 
Heroes revealed; shadow and narratives coil a new sheath  
where previously there was nothing. 
 
Is this a prayer birthed from cathedral-vertigo— 
an undisclosed earful of new rooms, now breaking the sound barrier of familiarity?  
 
Every first grader learning something new— 
the lost have a mouth—and the strata of implication; vulnerable, shaky, non-analytical 
 
prepared to counsel nothing of the listener. Exposed landscapes  
within hollowed bones once thought to contain marrow, but 
 
the uranium of the museum has disappeared, and in its place, the real prayer;— 
with hair to her toes, the spirit of the corn emulates from translucent skin. 
 
Morality, a shape for each one of us; a body; a name in each one of us. 
When the dead first appear, they appear gnarled and rotten  
 
horrifying like in the movies— 
and at first every discerning sweat-gland, every adrenal rush, says I am in danger 
 
until three breaths later like three black birds later— 
the tide rolled in a glass of water to a dry throat;— 
 
incalculable geological events of fat recorded as white icing marble-layered cake  
with candles prepared for a wish  
 
stand between perception; stand between buildings; stand between eyes  
and whatever may come next  
 
to surrender; to the fact; what reveals  
a face in a forgotten mirror, reveals  
only what has been forgotten, yet  
 
reflecting forward, a distortion in thinking  
on what was considered lost and over with, but  
had never gone anywhere. 
 
And as she screams the screams of the names of women murdered— 
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it begins to rain on the house— 
it won’t let up until she’s finished 
 
a universe of matter. 
No matter what  
 
the body must go through  
not until release of twisted-weather uncoils  
 
from serpent-posture— 
will the trance break;  
 
will earth change for the better;— 
solidity between wall cracks;  
 
places language held dear snaps  
like a twig.  
 
The alphabet scatters  
and the last barrier ripped apart by an ancient deadly wind-storm. 
Categories flee in shards;  
deathlessness orbits beyond measurable constraint;  
no economic prison can contain.— 
 
Paradigm-compass destroyed only to be replaced by something far more sophisticated, 
under the table, economically not valued. 
 
A baby is but antithetical to the narrative it has found its birth in.  
A context, for which, is not defined by the context-society surrendering her.  
A phenomenal charge-significance: precision of unique, shape. 
 
Never understandable, not born to be understandable,  
with eyes of what has never known human-anything—  
 
all scientific laws’ human-contingent— 
 
unapologetic-ignorances;  
turn revolution, searching  
 
misplaced for the misplaced body; searching 
for the body—the life it knows it must have 
 
only to find calculative-nature, disguised on the fact 
as if it were the fact.  
 
The disguise, a ghost  
on physiological-translucent endless corridors of vibration,  
containing no solid sense of language, (fragmented-strings) 
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behaves and persists like subatomic chaos, regardless  
of what the world has dictated to existence. 
 
Beneath disguise, the fact 
but a contentment  
 
underlies the somatic, 
never based on external verifications by any social normative scaffolding,  
 
it bellows  
through sea-shell coil: this instant. 
 
Aware of doorframes and disguises; 
aware of the outside and its neighborhoods of surveillance; 
aware of the slavery of habitual reifications of sunlight. 
Aware of plastic and having ethical patience. 
 
Free from all normative constraint— 
it is what it is  
in all her glory  
 
the final amplitude of gravity. 
 
* *  
 
Federal Reserve; corporate America; we: 
something to control; 
 
simple pleasures, bread on the table, but a challenge— 
 
a weight  
on the middle-class, sinking  
the mature to recognize;— 
 
entangled,  
the psyche tries to escape, but it will not  
 
cell walls made of projections’ fiber,  
fed by wage-tax— 
 
hallucination 
 
reified by hidden economic injustice plops: plain sight—  
where habits gnarled-weak with sugar and hamburgers and facts ignored;— 
 
it is a law  
 
no material object can ever satiate the ocean of endless thirst, 
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only bandaid it; the heart   
 
attacks for more; all of the trappings of icing-preference and toilet stench prejudice. 
The cartographer  
 
of every morning before work; the cartographer  
of communication with others— 
but the narrow-negotiable canals of capitalism’s character— 
 
(all that work) 
 
negotiating cracks between social straight-jacket landscape;  
no dress rehearsal, this is life.— 
The oceans, deserts and mountains of human experience, 
household products appear from an exchange of credit. 
It’s up to the where  
 
in the driver seat of the heart  
to never become a computer. Democracy  
 
under attack by billionaires who dream-power.  
Slave-individuation, owned by internet-faceless entity, addiction; industrial 
military complex. 
 
The culture  
 
of the tongue that can live simply as sunlight  
in low-income housing has not yet crystalized;  
where decency is standard; and justice is usually served;  
enhancing the lives of the people, a given. Start  
 
by looking into core, somatic-experience. 
Where every man is a woman and woman a man  
where every distinction  
are but the birds  
for understanding social difference in men and women.  
 
[Content missing: content not yet discovered] 
 
…only to find in the gravity of phenomena  
a lack of distinctive features— 
but the vibrancy of windows,  
a balance of electrical current; qualities of language  
 
chant through dilation of  
identified pieces— 
float to the surface of recognition— 
and weather balloon open air  
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leaving no evidence; 
 
no shadow beneath each stone 
turned over to reveal further imprints  
squirming towards the sun 
 
gasping their last— 
to finally discover hearts’ relief in a prison. 
 
There is no script but what erupts from a background of silence— 
not even the President is free from fluffy-truffles of unconscious fissures;  
which lie dormant within every person. 
 
I am the pause that walks barefoot between heart beats 
I am the call from earth-vision in the conditions of the whole-psyche. 
 
Most of the night, beneath archways of civilization 
such a voice, as this echo, remains unheard 
 
and is usurped into surface-narrative, 
the internet-ocean of mal-nourished intent, (billions  
paid into silence, so that billions stay unarmed-consciousness),  
uninformed of the greater half of origin’s emergence— 
the earth round; and dying by man-made-pollution; and the night 
 
smiles beneath disguises of mental news feed.  
The earth is not a social media platform—but is used as one, dressed in sunset;— 
the earths’ whatever a switch executes;— 
the demands of behavior commercialized through characters—the show; a sweat-shop. 
After a long day, and a need for candy  
 
shines where moon rivers beam respite; 
the earth at times beneath clouds of clear skies. When   
stars come out and ripple across the pond of experience and  
absorb a stone of distance— 
a stone we landed on  
with our spaceships— 
 
an apple  
 
of what can become of our potential when  
marshaled into accomplishing a carpenter’s blueprint;  
a tear tucked beneath pillow at night  
tucking scenic possibilities to sleep awhile;— 
to bread and butter the table before light— 
where in the morning everything’s ready for tomorrow  
 
and nothing has matured but the habit to endure a Federal Reserve ratio. 
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* * *  
 
An inexhaustible ocean lives  
in the resolve to go to war or  
accumulate more cars or  
blacking out; the sky in technology.— 
 
Behold the beach of this horizon— 
every thought, draft of wind— 
now look…from where? 
 
Below surface, waiting to rise, whatever arrives now— 
the sun and its rays;—perfection of root, trunk, and branch— 
 
yet what humans have done to humans lives as negativity, hurried  
out of sight, buried, only to reveal its grave-gnarled face in future reactivity— 
propelling along a hamster wheel, unfinished— 
indebting further into fragmented-vampires haunt and stalk behind every action; a shadow 
behind every gesture of sunlight— 
where penance hasn’t been recognizable and forgiveness non-existent;   
dressed in gas-station-geography: [mental structure]— 
landscape: commercialized-death  
billows a draft of voluptuous hunger— 
seductive hot dogs turn, coffee spits— 
ocean sticky with amorous bodily-fluids swells to the outskirts of breathing  
convulsive edges glued ravenous induction to consume; more; more;  
the brunt, shovel-end-scoop of central bank’s pre-made grave 
 
for orbital domicile of its host, earth. 
O there will be a crash bigger than anything the modern-world has ever known. 
 
Look into the details; the cracks; listen to the pulse— 
take a blood sample; stool sample; check tongue; cough. 
 
Some are considered more valuable dead than living— 
an insurance claim—a bail out—the storm  
an integral footnote; keyhole, in the smokestack-gear shaft of the economy;  
where our distance between each other is among broken glass; memories; highways;— 
an apprehension  
 
in crystalizing the periodic table, or inability to do so;  
populated with paper plates and plastic cups;  
 
a roll of armies cake around sleep’s edge— 
foam on the beach; (a rabid mouth)— 
rolled up sleeves, the market taking a punch— 
as we occupy sympathy, attesting  
our hearts, absent from  
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billions and billions and billions of dollars. 
 
Empty-chamber where goodness lives  
despite houses empty chamber of a clip  
of news; successfully lodged bullets in empty chamber of people’s wits— 
who have been used: empty chamber, day’s work— 
a comma between the six, seven, eight, or nine figures of a fat check, 
 
which has grown in the silence of the walls of parasitic black-mold— 
pregnant with guesswork, what will become work, rectified in the absence of employment.— 
Balance sheets over corpse-dividend—the mortician wheels away  
a nameless doctrine that didn’t assist a single thought in the  
peasant ripening orchard of paycheck-fruit— 
 
oddly, dangling autumn clouds in rows, reminiscent  
cotton’s picket fence neighborhoods outlining cookie cut districts, dividing  
military industrial complex  
and the hands of the people  
 
where capital triumphs history and social credit webs— 
Wi-Fi spiders—behavior—complacent piece of meta-data  
filed away in ultraviolet binary populations— 
stored for the moment 
 
when finally, industry assassinates democracy and resuscitates business owned districts  
 
and the all-seeing-eye 
 
incarnates. Endlessly, cementing everything as an endless-asset— 
chipped and filed, no child born unmodified or  
without a number, the land fertile  
 
with slaves; the middle class. 
 
* * *  
 
By knowing a trajectory’s finish, choice rises; 
input in, result, output onward. 
 
In the beginning was language; 
faith in interdependence; water, sky. Faith, 
alone, without flaw, round and complete, nothing  
left outside its orbit. 
 
Baffled by light, alone-and-interdependent.  
Questions proliferate; tea and cookies offered, the lamps  
of how-things-are 
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overcasts materiality—and discipline  
rises out of mud like a sunflower. 
Science cannot destroy what it cannot identify;  
the living, breathing nature of its own skin. 
 
A demonstration of short-circuited impulse  
will never stop being a forest— 
to kill, arrest, and torture— 
but still cedar and branches of lilac— 
neurologically transform, and a grammar  
defiant to indulgence, carries out negation after negation— 
boycott after boycott; a simple scalpel of psychological-geology scrapes away  
sculpted layers of conditioned mathematics,  
either instilled or adopted, chemicals redistribute;  
roots strengthen against artificial value 
 
coloring in the lines of facts’ shape dwelling in homes  
entered by switch pressed control panels, useful  
and unconsciously absorptive, a dwelling. 
 
Even if fractionally agreed upon— 
brackets of remainders; families of America  
become a patent of reminders—t 
he property of choice-provided products: prosperity. 
Life  
 
dictated in the reminders of hunger  
foreshadow liberty usurped. 
 
Unless reminders strengthen by discipline’s original sky— 
a true call for atomic-fiber cuts the fugitive desired by plot to conspire 
 
while not much survives. 
 
* * *   
 
This song; solar system; United States children; Kurd fighters; 
climate crisis; in the flesh, sensations; drink  
every sentimental snap—standing above imagination’s 
citizens potential parted by scalpels of wireless advertisements’ flag flapping; 
modest and immodest degrees of persona 
 
walk down the street; bolts or unbolts doors of behavior— 
bolts or unbolts doors of replicated symmetry to fit digit. 
 
Off measure of atomic fiber, DNA— 
machine-made atomic-fiber, digit degrades  
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humanity to bank credit— 
funneling barrels’ bottom till no drop exists— 
 
surges assimilative-afflatus; shape entirely pleasurable 
tingles across smoothly— 
a soda before, during, or after— 
work through current  
conversation-surge 
neurological-highway tunnels; smoke stack industry. 
 
The language of this in the consciousness of every man, woman, and child— 
the destruction of the natural environment;— 
democracy buckles under corruption’s purchase— 
the terms of every counterpart have been skewed— 
 
insidiously appearing as the same—when everything’s valued less than what its sold for— 
instilled to click a like; instead of choosing community; assimilated market:  
idiosyncratic disguises—fulfilling style—profits silent machine-presence— 
a row of generators  
in an interminable voice  
from a mouth whose teeth are citizen-prisoners and slaves; 
 
voices of pharmaceutical industries and disregard for each other— 
voices of governmental disintegration and voter rights stripped— 
parallel to seamless threads along stripes and effortless star light; — 
instantaneous fame ideologically replaces gloves on factory hands— 
a generation of seflies fertile-exploited personhood— 
billions on social media—methane fog blocking the sun  
rolls in pornographic nostalgia— 
because climate change like gravity-creating technology doesn’t exist, or 
 
it just might—like fear’s desire to control.  
 
Nonexistent voices, noise-bits, roll  
corridors unveiling connective-hallucinations to  
pulse-ear poised on listening. 
 
Veils removed by the ear patient on listening.  
 
Inhumane acts of torture in rolled voices  
whisper through transfigured cracks of consciousness wrapped in a skin of screams;— 
broken glass   
reflect multiple fingers to multiple mouths, (hush);  
 
what is not said cannot press to lips of sound;— 
this must be kept delicately in the room without sounding the alarm;— 
death buys sex faster than democracy— 
(sand funnels down)— 
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belief, but a wall  
enables endless appetite;— 
the miracle  
of the five senses cornered by infomercials.  
 
Education on knowing preferences are an equal right;— 
whatever’s’ touched immediately diminishes in purchasing power;— 
preys on the prayers of street corners and housing projects;  
smell fumes rise in the background. 
 
The worship of a disease born from machine-sweat— 
where people work—an entire city’s paycheck  
depends on a river’s murder; 
soon lead shall spread to every inch of the body;— 
a mold of water’s infiltrated, toxic insurgents will replace  
the brain with shaded areas. 
 
It’ll be the same body but with a different person inside it.— 
It’ll be the same body but with oil running through it.— 
It’ll be the same body but with computers’ replicated person inside it. 
It’ll be the same body but with death inside it. 
 
The quantum-digits of Wall Street march through the blood and cum of every person,— 
the root of our country— 
but a multi-generational secured transaction— 
farms just for human inception  
and the wheat will grow tall and  
 
stand over the likeness of human dissection;— 
machines in an ownerless paradigm harvest sap; and  
vapors of lightning swell and shade away history— 
clouds weat numbers as they holographically fornicate destruction. 
 
But human-will, an un-yet— 
while sun and moon currently branch wild with oak  
lovingly front lawn, an unwinding path— 
immediate hand and face on every mortal 
but a kiss of every touch   
 
a potential  
of all humankind  
luscious, each person, and whatever happens next,  
all but an electric current. Challenging  
to know how waves bend or from where 
faint wishes emerge, or  
what stifles to emit friendship and reception of friendship. 
 
Pause: a rose petal— 
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window into contours of satisfactory aroma. Simple things  
fill air with a physics of wonder, undetectable like gravity, for which 
we only see the results of. 
 
Behold Zeta Reticuli,  
there may be anti-matter gravitational propulsion systems 
very few know about; margins of military spending emit steady illustrious shadows— 
with an air of ill-defined sketches;  
testimonials near hysterical, theoretical, highly questionable… 
taste a researcher’s palate. 
 
The world dry heaves innocent  
gambols of inquiry into subjects  
silently arising, attention grasping, questions;  
a fresh scent  
finds itself in inexplicable circumstances often described on the news. 
 
What cannot be seen  
like the power of emotions below the surface of the eyes— 
a silent, stealth force of power grips throats on the population,  
not unlike silence of a growing prayerful presence in an expanding cathedral  
in the depths of the heart. 
 
The earth turns without an audible sound to human ear,  
but the earth, round as it is, sings;  
at land and sky; palms press together— 
though a crisis of poisons  
rage war upon the planet  
and the fate of the planet appears  
a questionable display of sunrise to sunset— 
 
what each of us can be for ourselves today, right now;— 
what technology demands of our social behavior 
supersedes the individual need for self-control 
 
for we have the right to choose usage;  
the parameters of our paradigm 
at their edge  
about to warp. 
 
* * * 
 
Hear traffic roar through radio static;  
news stations try to fly through air;  
airplanes; clouds and thunder roll— 
out wings, the hawk swoons over the library. 
Voices in pages in books of education;  
humans in corridor of heart speaking approaches to solve climate crisis— 
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but oil has hands tied behind its back; arrested by a silence so compelling,  
money, tied in denial, by a fist of an invisible hate  
and is more convincing than anything else. But  
 
cities snapping out of the trance of governors purchased by billionaires;  
day and night exchange snaps of light switches, from dark to day,  
and an economic crash coming  
from beyond the corners of meal’s security check point  
made by yield curve inversion; 
 
yes you have a job now, yes 401 Ks’ stable—but listen 
beyond the kitchen table there is a faint rattling,  
swift-streaking engines approach; the airways,  
the sewers, the sea canals,  
something’s crawling— 
 
faint but not debatable, when, in slow marching unison  
here unfolds a site in consciousness-thinking,  
(hardly fringe anymore), but something with money looms 
 
behind the mountains; in drops of water; toilet flush; sink running; something  
throughout the pharmaceutical industry becoming exposed to public;  
UV rays; undisclosed and radioactive, consciousness-blooming. A  
 
greed over the welfare of others lives;  
flies in the air; makes contact with public site; obviously mad, a sickness of thievery swells in 
the chorus of pop-songs; texting; a need for constant noise— 
gropes a throat when unagreed with, by a power of belly and bank;  
creation myths subatomically charged characterizations;  
ambulance and police sirens; a gentle wind— 
corpse released, car alarm— 
and ready for the news. 
 
Anything’s cut by bitter and disagreeable rain;  
losing breath; steeped amid walls of narcissistic supports;  
hailed advertisements throttled in colorful death; schemes beside  
emotions’ puzzle; vertigo induced dizzy effects  
 
not knowing anything but need for a paycheck. Paycheck. Paycheck. 
Hear digital wind escort silence across ultraviolet millimeter-seconds— 
lending, when not enough credit to cover baseline assets— 
 
the Fed pumping billions— 
behind newsfeed media, behind bread on the table— 
dry of heroine— 
 
the crash is coming.  
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* * * 
 
Forms form from forms continuously 
we were all born. 
 
* * * 
 
Ravenous foaming at the mouth; quivering toward new formation of  
flames burning up veins; treacherous cliff of activity; imbibing hypocrisy— 
because that is what grocery stores sell— 
 
feed to the blood—air dialed in,  
can’t destroy equality; pollute it equally— 
provokers through airwaves, listening strains  
palpitation-health to withhold pulse— 
here’s no remorse. 
 
Unlocking the door, grasped at the waist; deluding confusion with hypnotic-beat, soda and a 
bag of chips; sunlight in audio— 
lolling senses sway with trash; bribed by weakness  
to swap power for comfort; grazing in indulgence;  
warm edges; seventy-degree thoughts fetched from migrating herd of seductive  
and degrading language— 
strength drains, adrenal, brain-fuzz, itchy toes. 
 
Contracts have sliced their thought into me— 
by airwave-scalpel; sniper silencer, assisted with accompanying merchandise attire— 
uniform of a casual era— 
talks from a body of someone I had inhabited. 
 
Lost the will to an impulse—now traitor, an anger grows; hatred has not left us.  
Billions spent to coarse innocence, slowly fingers grip pistol trigger— 
whose breath, tightening throat with no owner, mastered  
by floodgate-fixation 
 
the self a number in a corporate equation. 
 
* * * 
 
The body 
a loan on perpetual repayment for the psyche entangled in plastic and lies 
trashbin brain with ghosts— 
ghosts accumulate.  First they start in the neurons,  
on the fringe of awareness, and begin to proliferate— 
through the loins’ generations and generations  
mirror inhabitation of their predecessors’ ghosts, thus  
trauma carries the silence of its unresolved entanglement, pointed  
at the opposite gender, (plastic)— 
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what it is to be alive; and  
 
second, it all happens slowly, undetected.  
Vital signs replaced with radioactive virus a  
landscape of satellite-smog and smoke stacks 
not a single tree left 
 
golden and trustworthy; finally 
in the golden-shade surrounding,  
the military, always ready to protect assets.  
 
* * * 
 
The nature of nature within every animate and inanimate— 
all phenomena; all things— 
 
perfection devoid of all idea, with no time limit, lives  
as all there is— 
 
birthing itself  
 
continuously;  
 
Death a never un-birthing situation, midwives’ muscles obsolete to the  
organic universe; and   
 
in each transmigration forward—every detail—mundane floor crack  
in every phenomena  
 
critically important  
as any human alive; and decay.  
 
There are unforeseen paradigms at play. 
5th dimensional beings are not born and do not die like we do.  
The precision of tactile sensation 
 
in every situation, not even logic or sermons can touch 
the surface of a pure experience of emotion— 
 
exactly what an emotion might be 
with all of its night and all of its day 
 
with all of its nameless, infinite features— 
all of its invisible contours showing its true regalia in physiological impact;  
 
emotion moves through tunnels of the body— 
the mere presence of emotion, a fact of experience— 
every experience: undeniable contour to a geography devoid of solid landscape; 
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the solid absence of the sun and moon. 
 
Tectonic plates float on lava—earth’s surface always in motion.  
A piece of phenomena is a piece of phenomena  
 
whatever it may be. 
 
In a room with a window open and a gentle breeze  
with no other to confirm it: rose petal vein.  
 
Discernment, familiarity with a fact  
that cannot die, and never 
 
becoming misplaced; fact of pure experience; 
its own universe—never a compromise  
 
to a multitude of branches flowering boundlessly from mirror-like extensions,  
electric, riding out the storm of its existence (a vein); only without  
 
interference of self-interpretation does the current flow uninterrupted— 
fulfilling its own legacy; the birth of a super nova.  
 
* * * 
 
Ascend a blade of grass with the same speed of the universe as it expands— 
perfection in the form of a soap bubble; a grain of twinkle in an infinite eye— 
dilated by the surface of a spore amid forest-flight— 
 
and the rain that fell last night; a caldera of sight;  
absorb a blackberry adorned in the parlors of heaven,  
leaving behind evidence of mankind’s ideological tractors— 
and what actually corresponds to religion; while I  
 
must learn the night or false-reliance will become a wasted life; 
a suction to do so, so large it would unhinge the very foundations of conceptuality— 
vacuuming away infrastructure and all of its civilized attributes: the personality; 
only to leave behind skeletal remains of an ordinary apricot core, 
radioactive, and and pure. 
 
Every machine suddenly holds its own scorn like a child pinching a splinter— 
and the cow, as simple as they are, continues to crunch—surpassing every invention; 
 
and a bathroom spider is miracle enough to sober quadrillions of identities ensnared in the 
fabricated walls of hallucinated personalities. 
 
Shockwaves of awakening  
miles of ocean waves   
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race out in all directions; the impact will be devastating. 
The dualistic neruo-conduction vent will be ripped out of the cerebellum 
faster than a blackbirds’ feather pluck. 
 
Desire, the embodiment of logic, in all her-his reasoning will lose their codependent,  
text message obsessed lover, softwear-half, and finally  
be the electromagnetic presence it always was. 
 
Having distanced themselves from the event horizon,  
memory isn’t a judgmental thing, and  
recalling a persona where hand-met-glove only serves  
the understanding of functionality’s freedom. 
If told  
 
an airport is scary over and over again because 5G, x-ray machines can give you a death-
sentencing illness, and one day  
those security machines are gone and it’s okay  
to just walk right onto the plane without an x-ray bag check, it might be  
kind of shocking like the first taste of democracy 
in a country that only knows what its government is securely displaying, lies. 
 
Electrifying and insatiable; air freed from its own projections 
when satellites fail, finally what earth felt like before wireless technology— 
and returned from a massive headache— 
there’s space to exhale  
the last vapors of information’s death-gasp— 
 
an irreparable fissure—having ascended a blade of grass faster than the universe expanding.   
 
* * * 
 
Perhaps to live with wild animals— 
to live sentimentally 
in an ideal replication to 
reclaim skin before itched;— 
 
but a perceptual disease; dysmorphic-conditional; 
earthly people: abnormal-protrusion— 
but a symptom 
 
modern, post, hyper-post history-modern; never finding  
nature in broken-nature, nostalgic  
for a time (holding a box) when the world was smaller;  
 
when civilization hadn’t trillions of penny-sized formulation-complaints: domestication; 
where no one would lie at night twisted in darkness, tormented  
in disembodied-confusions— 
and confessions’ dementia could never conform to things like a snow globe; or a coke bottle; 
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the refuge of which  
could never manically obsesses to own,  
to own, to own. 
 
Where people are never herds of money 
worshiping golden worlds of an original itch— 
never able to put a finger on it— 
activities’ born from the need to climb the tallest mountain,  
to prove worth; possessed to unconceal lasting-meaning beyond the grace of gold. 
 
Where whatever doesn’t stand in the mirror of this coinage, hardly has place 
in a world cartographically defined by accomplishments— 
finished product of a sellable item, shipped from sweatshop to Wallmart and Target; 
the lampshade of my own preference accompanies the floor and ceiling  
while the rest of the earth are the hands which made a crisis of climates in the personality 
split in the earth from its talking; and my neighbor. 
Taxonomic-severance categorically already present— 
nuanced to an imperative environmental destabilized neurotransmitter imbalance— 
negligent globalization denied by nationalistic-recoveries— 
banking a unified field in un-unified individualism— 
each person a coin marching slowly to the gas chamber  
 
of neo-liberalism’s camouflaged homogenous data entry;  
military industrial complex coupled with private corporations: shadow government; .  
 
And it’s too late  
this procession swollen with carbon velocity, 
single orbit of oil drilling and economic instability— 
in galactic somniferous fields of omnifarious flowers-of-sunlight— 
now:  
 
a gentle stem of radiation  
plucked. 
 
We go along on amorous contours; a gigantic screen of sextillion, quantum, subatomic 
brains, responsive to every sensational-caress of emotional movement;  
headgear strapped, comfortable and disappearing; the body  
transported into real-time response; feet walk effortlessly like real feet. 
Eyes swell with tears like real tears;  
this immortality has come true;  
speed contingent upon rate of comprehensive thought. 
 
Subatomic machines dimple a test run for distance embraces stable temperatures— 
building machines, insemination of thought—less than .000001 per second— 
amount of machines spontaneously built in that timeframe  
to handle immediate-moment proliferation; 
 
and that many corresponding worlds of information spring into existence,  
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and regenerate for as long as echoes of the original machine’s previous imprint remains 
present. 
 
Whatever fades becomes a derivative; 
providing seamless, real-time experience, infinitely immortal. 
 
* * * 
      
Space-time malleable beneath winds of perception  
gripped grass blade moments, economic forces follow 
lack of guess-work—engineering window frames per second; 
tweaking walks-of-breath under undeniable stars’ blank walls. 
Unframed space, devoid of ties-to-belief bowed gaps in restless loneliness 
of moon cycle beaches covered by skin; tectonic plates float on lava; skirt on  
palms of chance—where every card in hands,’  
but innocent vision of a child afoot in the quadrangular-circulative context 
of first-sight; a lack of uniformity, reminiscent of forests and oceans, 
as they are in their human-less state. The imagination, 
undomesticated looks to stand beneath numbers— 
while zeros whiz by in their mobile-house’s business— 
camping parasitically on the land in “normative” resemblance. 
This, city’s rut and asset, this, turnpike in decision’s lost  
ghost-of-an owner who didn’t know how-to-care; 
sleeping beside rivulets of neon-thicket; rows shadow, scraper-large  
looming; face carrots: the education system  
to bring across citizens of a monetary-savanna to a job location— 
because everyone wants a family; motivation’s trailing forest;  
tail on a grey hound keeps balance. Pros and cons  
weighed in prospects; over-looking scene, employment posting. 
A scent for gold builds in the roots of trees to a torso 
of necessary weekly purchases with food stamps. The terrain 
implies—thought-scorched radio-numbing sound—will float amid  
rivers’ shallow, vertical-screens of social media, water fall, 
everyone needs to survive. Where a panther stalks a mouse  
from limb overhead; where dear in the mouse’s eyes  
is the bread and milk and toy for sweat’s hunting hours— 
away from the house where the rattlesnake suns in lunch breaks  
allotted by rock-strength-overhang; where a quiet otter  
chews softly on a fish—whose belly was filled with pebbles 
trickled down through unattended cracks and fissures in history. 
Deliberate and ignored hole in the bottom of a barrel  
where a tad of intoxicated landscapes gently drip away without  
anyone noticing. The hearts of honey-root gain weight  
as technology grows through beaver-mud quicker than paddle stroke;  
across the gorge, tall sugar cane accompany the ghost  
of cotton fields; tucked into the wallet; into bed at night; they fuck.  
Where it’s safe and the refrigerators’ full on tomorrow; 
rural thermometers of the country’s spinal chord— 
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remain steady rate. There’s no creaky floor board if there’s no creaking floor. 
Gutters syphon rain from extreme corners of the roof;   
coasts find permission in the distance between corn stalks. Delicate 
flowers interlace between muscles of the country; always  
a hammer present behind the artifice of time-sheets headed by  
every common degree-thirsting-membrane soon to enter the  
office-force of warehouse-shade wheeled over arches the dusk— 
silent ripples cloud in chamber emotional-ceilings— 
ideological mountains and deserts take hold  
beneath utilized limbs for contract. Walking sidewalk; worn  
without past; left without mark; where street maintenance does a better job  
than most lawn mowers when neatening up a front lawn; de-fossiled  
of middle-class past. Leaves fall; a painting of autumn in a café 
environment enriched by oil on canvas; through the woods  
of an intended vibe in the coffee-scented pause between minutes— 
all of which, but a cardboard box on a Greek pillar in a desert surrounded by  
human-sized flies, where, occasionally a great goldbug drops 
low enough to be seen, and the dark rustles with “recession.” 
Pointing at wall material and its insides or intestines; dry of water  
it once carried; a brook in the roots of an ancient tree; the first ancestor 
in a dimensionality, echoed by remnant-meadow of a moment where  
cattle cross fields and cars shudder next to them. 
A cheese-cloth hangs from sky, saddles explanation; 
sciences cobweb-facial features of a basements’ rafter beam— 
traffic hammers an autoimmune disorder to the engines of the heart 
staked to the claim of vulture-scavenging ribs on the rotting carcass of an ibex, 
(floats through necessity); light bulb-shaped balloon of an idea, float 
to compost hours for groceries. Crumbs equivocate 
colonies of collar drawn throats, tagged at the ear; all help 
to hatch the individual egg from within. Where flight  
will replace wing-development and horizons will dawn in the  
camouflaged gear of an early morning shelf stocker. 
House noosed with the innards of eighteen-wheel trucks; 
where the whale becomes lodged under the arctic when shelter searching 
for a warrant in a motive next to instinct-evidence beside escape-march oil spew. 
To arrest—fleeing from a shark-of-smoke; twisted-inflicted split in integrity when 
currents have currency riding a white horse; proof providing electricity and warmth,  
while a worm in the guts’ dying; where seashells and unicorns have grown tired 
staving off the possessed dead, but black mold encompasses every surrounding; 
corruption; from below flag’s starred meaning. A torn 
regiment of withered perception, skewed in a fraction-bracket,  
the whole equation stands on figment-shale where hair-thin fractures 
bare island-drops unraveling point of standard, which was never  
tacked on the solar system in any kind of alignment. And now  
cataract approaching, the veil of homeostasis, nailed incorrectly—begins  
to show. Under eyelid-addition, interdependence of glass jars and  
billing. The circulation doesn’t add beyond a paradox of impossible 
architecture; one ligament goes through another without contradicting   
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structural position, there’s a knock at the door. Pieces  
picnic their jigsaw face on the front lawn—and the game begs  
undeniable cues for joining where a festival, in the background, bull-fights   
licensure and effects inebriation caught in laughter; the ironic 
futility of a dollar bill cannot muffle foundational soft-spot;  
institutional-delusion, a make-believe capital-parameter justifies enslavement 
of time. A wire goes back to an outlet— 
the navel points at its missing umbilical chord; 
every shape can be used differently than its ascribed purpose;— 
nothing dictates the value of  how an ants’ role plays among tectonic plates.  
At the swirl and swoon of a hurricane’s hypnotic stare,  
sweets tasted, consciousness sucked through a straw;  
some mills as invisible as probiotic populations of accumulative voltage; dogs; 
the middle-class over night vanishes in bond swaps. Peeling  
away at the skin of result, apple-configurative, an orubix cube evaporation of bees;  
where morning birds square on a cube, whole day, needle-point 
delicious poke. Keep housing alive—where cars parked outside; mail boxes carry 
advertisements: milk, eggs; where the dog barks at a scurrying squirrel, 
where suburbia has no reason to panic, while geese cannot find food— 
and the sun lays down its shadow for a reserve ratio cut. 
Limitless, unanswerable, hormonal reactivity; lonesomely herds of airplane  
sway; crawling spread of square—mile across a piece of whole-grain toast. The pantry’s  
full, but something’s’ incorrectly curving; winding. Where humming birds are regular 
and hawks are seldom seen; blackbirds peck nothing  
seen through tall grass football snakes between stalks mice— 
where arched gates always hidden from definitive knowledge— 
and the cemetery collects winter amid undetected waste; 
trickling trees an icicle melt; wolves unthaw footprints escalate  
circle land-to-air repetition; everyday crowned with a heron. Edges of night 
feed on previous day’s kingdom-splashes where the pond reconstitutes  
from a lily pad; on the bank, oak trees destroy nearby roots; nearby a stone well 
over grown with a gourmet-patch of moss. Through the forest a neighborhood 
presides. Small office buildings; shopping centers not far off. Playgrounds; 
parks not far off. Honest people hard at work, not far off.  
A church choir, not far off. People on business calls, not far off. Melodiously  
the breeze builds off chromatic tones; noise of traffic  
not far off the afternoon about to turn to storm clouds not far off 
friends find meaning in shared middle ground, not far off their argument 
dines on a beach at the end of a decayed moth carcass not far off 
from rhetorical rounds of propaganda, ammunition rounds  
not far off enemies in broad daylight, lower their voices; events  
gobble up the brain in a beach house watching TV; commercials’ not far off 
from the boat; not far off ducks swim to shore  
and lemonade wheels an unintended corpse to an examining room  
located beneath the floor, where not far off a candle drips 
a voyage of time carrying crowds of modern age to a hair tips’ end— 
where generations slide into the dark. Hot  
candles burn ready for solitary midnight to rip the knife out of this 
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backyard of thought, to clean it off, put it away  
among the other utensil-memories— 
where hills walk bites up a gentle slope and  
speed against housing developments; speeding meteorites cannot throw off 
their fire-ball course—carrying children of ideas and their 
mother’s minimum wage job; caution tape surrounds the earth. 
Weather condition permitting; tread day-night across orchards’ 
spherical-plateau space-time deflate production upon birth-table,  
quintillions of  ripened, green-shoots. The vegetable of which  
grows faster than airplanes’ fly when 
demand has the grip of a swollen knot in the throat—surroundings  
plummet to marshy slush of material and immaterial constraints, previously 
guard-railing defiant anguish—passing reflective-beams—trying to  
proliferate, critical, observable—anchorage on cargo shipment,  
contents ill-defined by messages continuously vaporized upon connection.  
Hunt in the polar, adrift concealment—of finger-poked  
chasms might give way; sky-clinging brittle bits of; 
strike tone with brand name soda pop and all the laces  
it took crow’s-nest, when last night the arctic sea set sail for a  
plain of light, far, far from here the atmosphere has begun to shrink— 
and beauty, wonderfully elastic, has stretched its translucent limits— 
shining light down upon an ice-stage of glacier cracks; skin wrinkle. 
Knuckles pass for a scenery, implicated directions encompass 
mountains of punching distance; air flings fancy out of fancy idea, and  
it lands with a splat; everyone looks to the canary— 
but those people aren’t born yet, and every button-pressed screen, but a field  
without outposts or encampments—only a mutation in relating to a  
now colossal-human-person;—coworker; entering into a ruin of neurology;  
theme-park punctuation, memorial fashion, and honor,  
the absence of direct communication; having evolved  
out of physical labor, icons are selected with emotional preference;  
self-consumed globs of metadata generate income from bedroom; posted. The 
heroic fires of expansive eyesight have no direct translation in this  
global-city, (California), instead cultural-megaphones, repurposed,  
acquiring position: night-shift, police officer. Wedded   
uniform, the voice mimics simulated modalities of experience— 
ensuring every video games’ a dependable investment  
for gears to work properly. If not drowned than reduce  
serviceable sources from liberty-pocketed-agenda. Intentions’ 
modified standing in golden-fracture. Heroes 
remain justifiably corrective for the distant listener trying to gain 
a hand-hold on the present, where courage, drained of its crowded  
website, becomes something intense, and less familiar. Crowds  
dissipate from truth when it isn’t Hollywood-Sundays; storm  
to pocket’s collector item; selling starship wonders 
from buildings higher than their shoes; death unchased;  
freezing physiological drives domain endlessly intaking  
every centimeter of the average-most-person, yet the night, 
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only usurped by narration remains unleashed regardless of dogging everything  
along a digit; a grave like rash rises on the back of  
heartless erasers. No one can escape, (even the genetically altered), from   
edges of a dimension; ends of a border—where the heart, (whatever it might 
be), finally stops. Days fall like rain and re-assess to a collection of faucet water,  
but the drain—already in motion, drifts smoothly along—without hiccup.  
Companions for slot machines—bills for beak-priced  
by unaffected watery inflation. Sponge boasts  
cemetery prepare by rank;—loosening their ties, power finally closer  
to the eye of its command, infantly lies on its back, kicking at the ceiling; 
a mime does the same on a city street; and— 
as infants in suit-and-tie, in a bank name, dye; the mime collects,  
what had remained inanimate about mundane  
life to those dollar-sucking holes in the sky, behind  
news heading-bars; sit-ins; toilet-line. The reason why  
there are bodies, only of the fact there are bodies; no one  
but a martyr for what the average family has committed;  
burnt with dry wood, everyone a witch;—her children gazing on,  
confused, diluted with tinnitus; the hounded 
tale of sewer-populations; defecated congealment of sidewalk sweat— 
and the twangs in needle-exclaiming veins, sting 
against commonly accepted morality;— 
we do not perceive them—everything’s’ fine. Every bullet 
emotion lodged in the dying whipped-back, dollar hidden behind glass, alarmed  
with house and private jet—for which we all pay; but the force— 
this silence exploits—breaks upon, louder, heavier, more fierce than commonality;— 
it’ll break, what wasn’t known alive when living; when it’s too late— 
all will be confronted before an infinite-bright light. Spine-broken; 
razor-rails of slick fence; ooze from skin drips down to the weeds and insects beneath. 
Nothing stops the intolerable desert sun running wildly  
through sensation; the horses of madness beat heavily; it is intoxicating 
to consider help lives below cactus shade; where dizziness can end  
saddle-bearing trophies of snatched reproductive organs; having a  
society by the hygiene with all of its finances—dehydrated as  
finding safety demands; selves will take bullets  
they never knew were from a gun; psychologically vivid, 
attraction in foodbreast feeds a wall in recovered strength—and yet  
without leaving this scorpion domain— 
with shovels’ but click of a button, (screams never heard), the only problem; 
dependency on governmental sustenance— 
remove big pockets from pocketful-inhalations’ musculature; nothing 
can stop this military. Clear-beams hush-pervading win lottery— 
beauty falls, win-win; every corner synched, painless, the  
public has no worry; crowds always kneeling but supply 
for more electricity; the idiosyncratic has been un-resuscitated 
from individualism sold—to a flavor of preferable  
atomic devices—milliseconds, and perfection, exact frame  
in the arrangement, deliberately, satiating the self in. There are no  
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external parades for extermination; the only judge but refresh page button, and war— 
closer than water approaches from a scratch-off distance; the lips  
of everyone employed, ideologically backed by how works’ perceived individually;  
call chains fanciful colors; something worthy to defend; no matter  
shadows’ shape on foreground wall, chains are chains even if they are houses,  
and grenades fall leaves the ground—clocks’ round  
300 million years for every drop of water to pass through  
a single thermal vent three miles beneath ocean surface; a mallet finishes   
repair-perception—guilty or not—scam, conscious or not, scam; 
autumnal-explosion; color; limbs, heads, drywall, doors, windows, the entire  
building gurgles—mouth of a dying paradigm; the prisoner recognizes sunlight, while  
for the institutionalized, it’s a lack of security; middle and thumb snap;  
entrenchment dissolve—the mind;  
naked, embryo-coiled, finally breathes.  
 
 
* * *  
 
Now I’ll tell what I knew  
when I knew things were fine—  
people were never the problem; 
 
it was the colors  
that I can’t explain—like how emotions are non-verbal— 
you can’t explain  
 
the oceans’ what the ocean is, but  
there was something in the ocean 
I had put there 
 
to help humanity 
keep driving to work—in the event of an emergency; 
I held the sun by this end 
 
and didn’t know  
of the colors.  
There was never a problem. 
 
I can’t explain colors— 
emotion’s non-verbalality: 
explains an ocean, but what  
 
the ocean was—humanity was helped. 
There was never an emergency.   
I don’t believe there was an end— 
 
the sun shines on everything— 
this I knew— 
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there was no problem— 
 
so I never used what I had put in the ocean. 
 
People are people 
like all things non-verbal  
emotion explains everything. 
 
Humanity helped; and the ocean  
never knew of color— 
the end 
 
of the sun  
I held to shine on everything; 
the sun 
 
was but a perfect angle on everything. 
 
* * * 
 
Stretched and still, perfect angle on everything; 
motionless on the thin epidermis of all color, like plastic surgery— 
a magnifying glass riddled with a slowly sinking sun, unprepared to pass  
from being oil-conquered.  
 
The command on the century, coldly giving orders through a 
countenance of color. 
Near by the corpse  
of humanity, which had served in the past. 
Its dead face with long white hair. 
 
Sun rays: all that can be done, flicker. 
Voices of the two or three perceptions yet to fit for context. 
Formless stacks of bodies, and bodies by themselves:  
dabs of memory-flesh upon sun’s rays. 
 
Cut of color, dangle-rigging, the carrot, unshocked  
by smooth walking waves’ decision-iron. 
Incision holes over gun-eye; powdered-sugar; strong odor 
of the stars anonymously anyone could attain— 
silent and unmournful; desire shining, 
delicate, air, of reliablely illusive front lawns— 
house owned  
in uncontested, usual, car-parking stance; 
the text message’s given voltage, who’s in charge,  
hissing electrical wattage, gnawing on the teeth of the owner  
where there is no car crash nor dopamine. 
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Talking never discovered in a wild scream;  
the current runs along, unknowingly alone; 
tape worm: welfare— 
irretrievable bank credit, retirement 
funds’ discovered missing population  
who couldn’t value missing IRA anyway. 
 
* * * 
 
Citizens unguarded, unprepared. Look to the yield curve!  
Wounded doors crowd around a shadow— 
the entrance full of color; just as some foods’ poison, the  
poisoned, roll across a plank-of-indulgence sitting in an electric chair— 
the wheels of which embody presences of compass margins; history professors 
raise an eyebrow; the environmentalist sits beside the outlawed— 
northern and southern regions once married have broken — 
shapes of disfigured familiarity 
blurs in unremitting pain—psychologically-windshield  
cracks hobble then prod at holes on the ground for gold, for his name— 
prison-shaped-earth, unknowing self-worth, falls 
paralytic upon   
 
razor edged stones. The keepers of convicts; the color of  
eye sight; bankcredit of digital storage; surveillance 
allows morning; first amendment in full light, barred at night  
with corporate, inflated, choice. Sugar 
walks in skeletal features of un-handcuffed-every-person to work; to jail; 
advertiser successful in leading thought-loop replays back  
prison cell, on his or her own freewill. Cuffed  
on silence of each person’s wrist hair; a sense of democracy— 
contagiously flares in repressive social-attire— 
the catch held at the other end of the spying camera— 
contracts with food companies—everything we vote to buy,  
surrounded by the greatest military; don’t want to let on—(sweat  
drips beneath shirt); unsentenced for remaining unclear, getting close to work. 
 
The lie in the last gasp drives on beside everyone else; patients 
of this sinister experiment; mice in a maze; configuration 
of bodily presence; bodies of this configured camouflaged assembly line project 
personalities’ sellable appeal—and likes  
confirm or deny the value of exchange at the edge of space.  
 
* * * 
 
Enough! enough! enough! 
Enough of the stuff  
crammed in brain-box, locked  
in impulse-prison, magnetic 
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advertisements leach— 
fulfilling prophets’ prophesied spreadsheets— 
 
at night slumber takes daylight forms— 
walk-zombie to the dollar store— 
stand in the line of loneliness  
products drink consumer alive; foam-dreams 
from lips of world gaping  
at itself— 
 
vaping forgetfulness in the body of a car, hot  
as dopamine effects economics, forget: 
pays banks faster than text; fixated  
crux; social services, less government— 
every fix comes with its opposite— 
give a step and people walk; 
 
left in a security box, love sits 
weeping flag’s prayer—what ears aren’t able to hear  
in this lifetime, many of which, have power; babies 
memory with a crown of wallet; soda implores  
diet of eighteen-wheelers  
sponsored by vein-breaking business dealers— 
crack-sugar engraves kidneys with pharmaceutical predisposition— 
the best any society can do  
 
fused to a traffic signal; intersection light; lamp post; the generator outside; 
wires arch in the wind; wireless users subsist on switch  
rivers electric current; brain-fraction of a fraction of a second; grave 
in nearby distance smells odorless, yet  
feel its presence multiply; what  
 
lives behind every impulse nuclear power-plant— 
reaching to feed the crave; machine-hooked corpse grasps 
behavior wears like real-flesh, smile the mirror— 
reflects demand back to itself. Every 
 
aspect, procession’s silence, but an asset worthy of security; 
armed forces stand at the perimeter of the grocery store; silence  
weighs an air—gravity-status-quo  
protection underscores,(something might be hidden), 
while memory decays, layers 
in simple Sunday-lazily wearing pajamas. The 
 
earth blooms by the weight of oil; 
seeming no shortage; overnight grocery stores stock shelves full 
with an answer to the last twelve thousand years, saved 
business has leaked into the cracks; embalming  
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employment—the quest, desire fulfilled, cold 
and the heaters’ on, hot—and the conditioner airs 
propaganda-waves brain chemistry. When we sleep   
chains found phone-form to unify show watching in what  
well-fit-friendly cuffs we don’t know we’ve been wearing, as we  
wake to feel our eyes sober and walk toward the door;  
 
job opportunity; education; services; confidence  
builds and success; 
choice provides means to a house, a car— 
the world more friendly, while society’s’ spying; 
investment in endless war; arctic melting; Thomas 
Jefferson no one’s listening— 
business has bought the constitution—in name of liberty 
tradition stands strong beside security; equality  
permits social welfare; one step forward, two back— 
no sense on where we’re going; divided  
in decision-making; shadow, clock hand  
 
passed over with movies; work weeks; two or more jobs;— 
Federal Reserve standardized inflation; standardized testing; 
testing for e.coli. Sunshine 
 
undisclosed perceptions on mountains, rivers, and forests— 
depths drained of their publically, unclarified, reserves— 
the surface wins the seat to hand earth over first— 
bounty on the head of the planet in my hands; what’s  
not easily identified in a digital-environment; genetically  
modified eggs and butter of what ties pulse together— 
days and nights; what so many heroes have fought for;  
behold charity in the gifts of each moment, graced with purity— 
only if  
 
object-informing heart-relinquished locations could  
recognize everything in a water drop; the lift, 
coming to flex eyes on—empty pocket— 
need, compulsion endorses—storage in a backlog 
intelligence grows fourth of an ounce more— 
there’s room to understand where money comes from;— 
 
currency usually mistaken for money— 
for the wirings’ intentionally oblique—expose  
corporate fraud, and identity,-leashed to every taste  
for extremes. The person  
behind the levers—only one’s self  
private-industry—where two sides of the same coin meet— 
fields of wheat; cotton-a-drudge; clean, the room’s  
affection: copulate-stress—entwinement  
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only grows larger. Knots  
 
of babies; granite slabs of tied neurology; a single thought-emotion; 
ghost of a person physically possesses—every  
information-loop—never knowing clothes on a difference;— 
every difference but gut-felt preference; reified 
door lock; prison lock; bank lock; the safe 
but a surgery of securely fastening plastic cap  
on every endless equation; roots restlessly 
down the neck of a seized-sense-descent  
world sensational whims dilated  
crevices in looring provide eyesight; every 
words’ thought; corporation inserted  
purchase of brain-space—bought  
simple hand motion;—transaction, seamless airwave  
makes room in a house where  
sleepless nights stay deceased and unknowingly present beneath floorboards;  
the armed guard teleports into the living room and march 
embraced by an interpretation of a promise on eightieth-century hemp paper;  
the self rises in the morning filled with immortal sentiment to spend more.            
 
* * *  
 
Who has heard the universe speak-- 
who, as far as sunlight travels, as far as countless  
light years’ discovered  
core secrets in the voice of such, soft, speech— 
who found humility beneath 
magnified poritions’ matter appearing larger than conceivable— 
who wrote down inconceivable semantics— 
beyond human-signified-duality, by unyet discovered laws of gravity, who 
allowed drafts of incomprehensible physics to flow through their veins—who in a river  
of experience became emanations of religion’s configurative definition, who 
was only known as religious by categories clamped around human phenomena, who 
was never separate from the land and everyday, ordinary life—who  
didn’t worship the worth of anything greater than what was appearing in the heart—who 
without motive more than day’s characteristics would work only as needed, who    
intermixed with other species, lived harmoniously beside a balance of life and death, who 
were inseparable doorways between worlds and who never saw the self  
different from any other man, woman, child, animal, or particle of phenomena—who  
later became memorialized for simplicity, who  
dwelled beside the world’s framers who 
found fortune selling a house made of ancient memory, who 
rolled up their sleeves to work harder than any group in earth’s history—who 
middle-class emerged mechanic software technician made time who 
made penitentiary-payments on every home—who’s  
speculative distance may always remain starving dormancy for social status—who  
may never know revelations as ordinary populations of mundane phenomena, who 
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but a bird chirp or a light switch;—the hair on the back of his or her hand, who 
holds a rectangular cell-phone like the accouterments of gods, who  
in antiquity would’ve gave mind to voices of the stars as earthly destruction loomed, who   
never escaped a mortal blow or looked for a mortal cure, who  
despite having been all-powerful continues to pass from body-to-body, who 
cannot escape the endless wheel—craving and starving for relief, who 
chained to an angered-thought, rips teeth into imprint solidified by confusion, who  
perpetuates ghost of a simulated experience onto their next moment, who 
possessed, bottle down poison of entertainment—teaches offspring same gesture; who 
grow up, become home-owners in a world where lands’ polluted-trash—who 
without a lawyer may lose everything, and will, to compromised economic foundation, who 
has never heard the thread beneath armored socialization which weaves through the who   
in every identity, undetected, until dream mirrors an absent reflection, who  
gain super-normal insight into meaninglessness of self-made-accounts on who 
is the person born knowing first-person experience on everything, who 
like you and I, hands the clock forward a narrative until umbilical chord of who— 
projected this story onto event’s perceptual-deflections’ cut, who  
becomes awake from uncreated phenomena circling every instant, who  
loses control to gain understanding on ambushed potential by the shadows of thirst. 
 
* * *  
 
An echo in the depth of mind; 
a crowd; a voice; an echo-crowd 
in the shape of a crow, sweeps. 
Come illusive-vision. 
Come uncreated reflection.  
 
Experential translations’ launched a nerve extending unsurpassed theories-of-space-  

luminosity— 
reveals walls in scientific limit; shows its wrinkles, show its cracks. 
A draft perceived within the Great Pyramid. Every 
instrument’s fingering, contingent intelligence  
upon attributes of foundational blind-spots; 
projected-assumptions: staring at shadows— 
a paradigm based on fixated color  
swells beside time and yet paradoxically  
parallels spherical-unfabricated experience;  
no one knows for sure where our ocean’s water came from. 
 
Thoughts’ shape of a human head. Music  
rolls through echoes of ear. Crowd  
of crows, (whatever they may be), text messages 
keep company with foreign policy; how history 
took form in inexplicable sound does not baffle 
a premise underlining everything; reifies a premise  
conceptualized mathmatically, 
worship enforces shadow-stare, or worker-mentality adopts cognizant machinary;  
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institutionalized to never see  
 
the fact that we can even be, hear. 
 
Ever the thinker with palm on chin; ever seasons  
round in a circle; the sun; the moon; air and oceans. Ever  
reflection on the neighbor within; ever stranger the friend within; ever 
inexplicable truth of gravity; ever sour thumb of  
every moment; ever the breath when relating to the phone; ever   
wars and their endless presence in the mind; ever extinction 
knocking at the door; smoke stacks in the distance plume black clouds— 
ever silent to honor principle, death-driven for sugar; headless horseman  
dangles employment’s security box where many red ants live. Ever   
bondage of thought; twisty and shiny, angular and contradictory; here  
with finger rub or hand tug between legs;— 
foam at the mouth, limping down the street— 
arms extended in dire hunger for the uncontaminated;— 
 
become plastic inserted in a box stuffed with modified starch;— 
the pirate on the box; the caveman on the box; a child reaches for  
his belly on the box; for mother-comfort on the box;  
purchased-thought inside the box; 
 
preferences repeat; sweat 
drips from physical labor;  
economy questionable, Germany’s is slowing down.  
 
Cities; politics; news; schools; banks; tariffs; export, import; factories; stock market; real 
estate; inheritance. Advertisements 
post personal opinion everyone likes. In a digital world, and duplicated, the  
character of the user wanders; shallows  
of goals’ end; evasive among bills and boredom.   
 
No video game can substitute need to function. Every  
weakness in all of us, the weakness within every unconscious 
grasp toward mother-nipple; blankie of indulgence—civilization 
created to protect the blankie—to invent the more efficient blankie; to 
secure the blankie from foreign threats; the militarized blankie. Eating  
with faithful costumer anticipation for the next generation of blankie;  
 
the dying, stored away from consumer foreground;  
disease lingers behind every essential element of post-modern life; 
bacteria ready to get in;  
 
hole-proof flow money maintains skin clean; streets sterilized;  
leaving no gaps, except, occasional homeless person— 
which no one knows what to do with  
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but what we’re you saying.   
 
History repeats sleep fulfilling immediate status; short term lending reflects this; 
without eyes of an eagle, one night stands’ mentality makes few rich; but  
babies bloom, bubbles easily inflate; bandaided, tossed basketball back to court— 
inevitably the sun will rise in a few hours;  
every party, even if it’s as large as the earth, must come to a finish  
line—dragging the earth down with its broken wallets,  
the average citizen becoming commonly angry; occupy 
was only the beginning, nine months pregnant  
day, hour, minute, seconds before an era born  
with flame-skin burning era’s societal norms  
from within, simultaneous without.  
 
A fire in the average neighbor will take hold of society’s doorways;— 
the internet-silence, watches from a distance.  
The fate of history in these reflections mirror uncertainly, where one  
line begins and another ends, fathomlessly tickles  
the paradoxical chin— 
with theological eyes, creeds will rise and fall;  
reasons will accumulate and dissipate; 
the tides of love and radioactive oceans will continue to yield and rage.  
 
Price tag worshipping: the war on the experiential possibility of space, inherent in all of us;  
inflation demands more of every person; in the cracks of minimum wage; 
cogs in a gear: perfect assemblage accessory. The world 
has faith in projection; digital or physical currency; a war  
on ancient need for ancient ritual primordially,  
yet the every person black-out; belief 
in handcuffs and ankle-cuffs to carry bread and water to the table;  
yet religious freedom honored in this land;  
every-person a camouflaged-slave; economically and by choice;  
oracles; gods; the meaning of the sun; room for every belief. 
 
Celebrating in the name of his or her beliefs. Communities of  
ethnic diversity celebrate under the shadow of the surrounding interest rate cuts;  
nameless imposition; the gods haven’t gone anywhere; always 
present like nature from which we’re never separate from— 
yet separating world from its nature. Water  
essential as ever, time used for celebration, essential as ever. Without faith 
materialism swallows heart’s soft-pit  
and the colossal walls of product-after-product: suffocation  
but a perpetual living-death. 
 
How the destiny of trees ignored by oil-conquering  
how refuge in computer screens; followed footsteps of genocide  
how the ape has been told to be the ancestor of post-modern man  
how peace, a fringe enemy to the existence of a combatant defense force  
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how subatomic particles are smashed under controlled settings  
how poverty flourishes besides blood-sucking video games how  
 
familiarity accepts safety out of trauma how trauma perpetuates trauma out of fear how cell 
phones became normalized after 9/11 how spying became normalized after 9/11 how 
endless wars have become normalized after 9/11 how after 9/11 we all became targets for 
spying how trauma cannot solve trauma with trauma how the world has become worse 
because of denied trauma how denial has perpetuated fear and fear perpetuated trauma how 
trauma continues to live in fear— 
 
how trauma needs healing, and healing lives deeper than the mindset that seeks healing;—
every identity is but trauma, every reinforcement of identitys’ in need of renunciation— 
every healing journey mimics that of saints; saints and the epitome of healing.  
Can America become a saint? (Potential for healing always present).   
 
* * * 
 
The universe launches itself at its reflection. Time  
never fully represented. The judge, faulty in  
observation calls approximations physics. Laws  
reflect human proportion; shape-mirror within;  
winter, spring, summer, autumn. Insects 
in paradigm’s own vision. Ecological variety 
endangered by scale of consumption. Every period  
a moment’s epoch, equal to every epoch. Conformity 
enfrocement agency, justice department, and intent; how to  
reconcile liberty? Some are vultures on exposed wounds of trauma,  
some, the ravens picking out eyes in the deceased. Lamentation 
strikes its voice to voted-position, legislative copulation. Born 
from the grief of discrimination; equal employment finds its place. 
 
Climb stair’s reclamation; what’s new becomes foreground-landmass; ways of planting seeds; 
knowledge waits the traveler uncaught by ensnarement; library hours; cycles not debatable; 
configurations; manufacturers; truck drivers, truck drivers, truck drivers; humanity 
 
cut seasons to bit; but phantoms  
rise in unexpected hurricanes; nothing built a city in the gut,  
populated with candida-citizens; leach within; black hole longing  
to justify narcissistic correction facilities propelled upon everyone’s guilt;  
questionable news; the average family may or may not be corrupt; 
trying to break society with more government,  
may or may not be logically corrupt;  
 
all point of measure obliterated to the scam of distrust— 
propaganda influenced machines identify stars;  
pop-music written by a handful of people;  
a silent oligarch watches over its shadow;  
if it doesn’t move within the spectrum of its diagnosis than we’re all sick— 
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and measures must be taken to correct the market.  
 
Generations expected to live like it was the economic environement of nineteen-fifty.  
Embryos’ unsaid expectation to grow up and contribute to artificial coloring;  
when the largest star in night sky goes supernova 
it’ll be seen as a second sun in daylight;  
lie on strata of your own choosing;  
vegetables give us energy—never forget the nutrients of plants.    
 
* * * 
 
Expansion of universe—fabric of psychological-elasticity! 
Humankind, unbalanced, yet florid with potential. 
Humans surround, crowding on the lips of language— 
talking in voice of transaction—public-reality, naked  
enjoying the night with his or her inclinations, but a river 
swinging through chirps of every idiosyncratic-nuance and contradiction— 
calling after we’ve parted from the flower-bed, vines tangled, underbrush of lightning 
still bottled in glass; we didn’t need those ships of a mist enveloping age anymore— 
out growing the body by weeds of dimension— 
 
age; noiselessly passing expansive threshold after expansive threshold— 
handfuls-of-hearts transition to an infinitely large palm. 
Some come and go calmly, others not so much;— 
grace, the miracle of flight anyone is—days of whatever conditioning,  
cracking within towards promised outside—where this mud huts’   
only an approximation for an outside; 
desire to plunge through the dark grows. 
 
Nothing can hush perception’s identifiable objects’ apparatus of experience— 
eyesight scuttles across window-night to see bright systems;  
everything multiplies—and the edge of a rim of consciousness, 
provoked, scrambles for wonder, answers  
for curiosity’s dilated wideness spread, expanding; expand faster. 
 
Our solar system; at any given moment  
any kind of inexplicable phenomena could suddenly, and without warning, destroy us all.  
Particle colliders; nuclear radiation; beings of earth  
at the mercy of uncertainty-doorway; some 
next breath, technology joins us, already owns the surface 
 
of inexplicable worlds; interaction held surfaces: our moments; 
miracle of simply making simple decision immediate; moment; 
fill tank before work; check the mail; talking to you on the phone.  
 
The long-run punctuated by each incident in every second of every minute; 
choiceless geography, each instant, we must learn to relate to or  
find ourselves dragged under; slave to unconscious-current 
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siphoning away, under the bridge of society’s status;  
on goods-and-services;  hourglass-earth funnels rapidly, 
those who matter the most to perceive it— 
enjoy eras to come, of quadrillions or octillions, in bank credit;  
everyone becomes a piece of budgeting, or 
earth offers its last human breath before  
any singularity can grasp a spacial foot-hold  
on the side of consciousness—enabling species continuation,  
but as a condition of machines; discardable waste. The terrain  
rendezevously uncertain; the future  
catches speed, hardly recognizable  
inventors arduously at work on technological prison camps. 
Intelligence, whether used to end self-destructive addiction before 
heart collapse; intelligence, replaces humankind  
and we finally understand the answer to evolution.  
 
* * * 
 
The best of time and space, a never measured memory  
(by approximation) on a journey we may never have together— 
yet meeting here-are-the-signs, rain-proof operative  
customized shoes, and the staff, plunging along  
the woods of these twists and turns  
in what others may never come to see. Friend, 
heres’ an easy chair, sit, scribble down philosophy, prayer,  
social signifiers pertinent to this juncture-shared-air. Quickly 
roll out a library or kitchen table there’s a person inside, a guest  
who cannot keep from nodding to sleep among these most boring train tracks  
helicopters fly—over—by hand, by eye; the atmosphere heres’ made of a mechanical knoll— 
atop this pointed, dunce-cap; landscape-continents easily spotted-owl;  
public roads zigzag across the back of a neighborhood cat whose tail is the night— 
traveling behind blind-spots, what nobody could ever see. Not far out of reach 
emotion unravels from feeling attached to pillar-perspectives— 
previously unknown; having been born with language on water 
wires come soaring over and take sips at the surface, (objects 
housed beneath)—what other mood than that of sunlight-characteristic  
could contents contain? Plunging hand deep  
extracting from bottom—encased in glass jar, a boat’s message: colonization  
(nothing negative), per se—just the fact, Columbus-generations later 
never learned to enjoy freshness of uncontaminated rivers;  
cities of free-nation later—what itches, fetches, what fetches  
scratched deep, tirelessly telling time its meaning and purpose;  
the known function of having been born was to do so,  
every inexhaustible measure, telling lips to tell— 
to keep on, regardless of schedules; what keeps us all on. 
 
The narrative so convincing hardly could there be any other kind of daylight— 
considering dawn ascends a ladder on a hill placed beneath heaven— 
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and crowds of people stand outside gates of my eyes trying to get in, but  
they are all holding hammers—there’s a  ramp to walk up  
as this rampage of people swells beneath my eyelids. Phones help to protect  
in the event of an emergency, and internet email— 
quicker than bullet-fast when necessar; the day has the same spirit  
as that which we cannot pass unless we obtain like a trophy; questions 
line along onlookers, hence need for college; gain degree; better wage— 
and am close to answering to an anonymous caller  
who calls on the hour of every hour  
in a thought; in a café; to the coffee and bagel;— 
soon sleep renews clothes from the idea of a quest— 
to gain traction on scattered remains of road-kill back beyond the intersection (just crossed), 
apprehend the corpse—question—tear  
in each closing window the YouTube forbearance policy 
uncontaminated by information, swells with gummy bears.  
Wash-down everything less heavy;  
light finally restores balance  
in the correlative-screw driver, jacked with cheese and beans,  
all but timidly wade holding plank— 
to catch lunch making a burrito; unclimactic,  
a grey fish swims out of a boatman’s hands, and another fish  
jumps out of the water, looks at the camera, shouts  
“get in the boat,” and laughs. 
 
* * * 
 
The teacher of unproven adrenal glands in the wide of a rear-a-view mirror  
participates with horn blast with traffic-learners  
who honor tile of floor next to what remains indestructable and  
people with their children find power in the fact their children are intelligent  
with knowledge, virtuous, and non-conformous. 
 
The sweetheart of the ear strikes a stab at discovering steaks in a ground 
people have said are ways of society, but cookie cutters  
can always be made to appear sharp as butcher knives;  
steel wool scrubs baking sheet fast and airplanes compete  
with the speed of who can get there quicker— 
fight for bull’s eye gain;  
distraction on a song in stiff throat of a rearranged studio— 
bandwidth, culture premade popcorn microwaved radio tone everyone’s familiar with scar’s 
socially accepted places, beards, legs, armpits without hair;— 
small-pox was eliminated at the turn of the previous century. It’s  
 
a type of fact, wax-paper-calm, the sun  
but the news teaching us what people stray from  
when they forget their party-line; contract kept,  
and the cold side of the moon mourns less, and this  
keeps water supressed more reliably. For time being,  
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until standing beneath doorway presents a different angle on holding 
an axe to the hour; cutting a half out of it, inserting nude  
people into it—wearing the skin of a suit made of it, and never late. Language  
 
of the streets understands meaning  
as it never shakes, despite concern in recent  
dips; the market as sturdy as a gymnasium, not an itch in the ear; not a boat 
fills with water from a hole in the bottom of it 
where slaves had escaped only to die in the jaws of a shark. Only 
history talking to itself 
 
smacking its tongue up-and-down inside a vagina; breaking   
tight spots open—loosening knotted, withheld corners of comfort, losing  
tied angles to sweet doses of inconceivable—rushes along 
sideline-consciousness; translates safety; translates letting 
the body go; where light invites a small death, naked, beyond words.  
 
A house-identity cracks upon inconceivable oath of what has  
all beings here, wherever they may be, in open air  
watery-spasms explanation where land came from— 
arising out of the sea; gaining shore, by luck,  
having sailed the back of a gnat and acquired vantage point 
over a drop of rain—by the simple, yet unadorned motion of  
remaining still, during the most challenging moments of thunder. Row 
to rows of stone lined at the edge of silence.— 
 
Where schools were made first possibility at learning;  
stabbed out all threats with a fork; in the tide and untied  
sleepless children; screaming for shelter, warmth, and comfort. The 
elderly no different; mechanics turn-and-turn off levers behind a curtain of closed 
debates, governed-intentions, chopping down walls with travel— 
to shove sound inside a voice that’ll make the whole room convinced— 
vessels of these; vessels of cargo-workers guard statistics positively afloat. Some 
sailor in the march to push out cameras must know— 
there must be evenings battling to seek out a frail finger, preferably cloaked  
in comparable prices to unload; vent out faceless masks to too many  
hunters, who prey on mice in the guise of ideological restraint and should be exposed.  
 
Seeking to rip off the smelly blanket, driven dirty by hands of car owners. Thinking 
in price-per-gallon; the car, but a young mother asks advice to her old mother— 
comprehending-needle; now lies to rest; wages for gender equality. Light 
on ability to vote—now horizontal, there’s a long, long way to drive.  
 
* * * 
 
And love at the center of all things; of the body 
and the body, love; love at the center of all things; and nothing  
outside a thing surrounding everything, never separate from a thing— 
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love embodies all;—there’s nothing greater than this and the circle  
continues, this, whoever walks upon this finds empathy in it and  
can understand synesthesiacally, between all symphonies, each  
beat feet among all things;  
things no one can say are not not things;— 
they move to-and-fro among birth-to-death,  
death-to-birth among endless amounts of things 
things’ worth things around us, but nothings’  
purchasable really because all things and people   
what they actually are—part of the earth in all rings  
around things.—Halos surround all pieces  
scattered making—glance upon a bean in its pod, which confounds  
ideological crusades in all demarcations of time; 
production of the same; reliability in the same; employed security  
for same;—trade or employment finds its body  
in arrangement beside a hero and an object among things; softened 
upon a universe; of men and women; among silhouette lines. A 
sweat of love drips cool and composed of love before a million  
drops of love flood; singularity, all rivers combine, make one, humankind 
of love; love kind of infinite and curious uniquenesses; particular  
arrangements, particle, curious by shape and form, like all things.— 
Nothing can say how much peace; baseline to seeing all things  
in luminous-places shine, when loves’ not confused  
among an array of terms or things, and having this one piece of foundation settled  
everything else becomes a beautiful window for question-light rays  
shine.—Behold the object in every object infinitely tender, vulnerable,  
poised to reveal more of its wonder  
when possibility has already found surrender in the exposed  
nature of itself—is but a wish of itself  
fulfilling its reflection in form: today; today 
burns with the glory of an identified openness, shining— 
radiant with faces of men and women, children, and animals; birds  
sing from an open window; open-name of the shape  
of the presence appearing-sharing same space as relatability.  
 
Love has no gesture but appearance itself— 
with love as its rays shining, as all things; every form exact; 
all forms: light rays; display of perfection’s precise inconceivability 
 
identified in the expression of its language: form.     
 
* * * 
 
Death hangs on margin of society’s insecurity, pinching 
mortality out of science, in large thick drops, death drips down— 
a spider-sweat of nothing-to-be-alarmed about, crawls to the floor  
of the work force. Who will have opportunity to afford 
such pharmaceutical-preparation? Without flinching sidewalk crack… 
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never purchased much anyway, familiar how they’ve been picked  
berries along thin contour of stomach lining. Acidic content 
in a single blue-sphere reclines, receiving, and shipping supports among  
small stints of paper-white envelopes holding flexible, but exquisite doors— 
no ones’ easily fooled by. With no mark-indication for escape, relief  
results discovered-nothing a market can buy; outlets 
let out offspring energy into a world of simulated experiences— 
and the corpse of lethargy basks in its outlawish-character, for which 
in truth, is at home safe, staring at a computer. Screens  
may have a dementia effect on the usually, normal species of an 
easily offended, short, rope, used to make small things matter more than  
their worth; squeezes every penny from a drop of white-rose  
saliva—scented with the growth and mite of humanity; and when  
bored, spring departs its season by simple reach of hand— 
always in the middle of summer regardless of polished enclaves of weather— 
anti-snow climactic grocery-transactive hungers for melon-whatever,  
as long as it was produced in a factory  
along other baby-alligators, gummy tactile invitations 
conceived-actions from leaders seen on the news. Life  
has no common place among details, multi-star systematized 
regions for prison break; quantum penitentiaries do not intimidate 
a soy bean, genetically modified, for the ends of a tinfoil grave. Wraps 
cannot contain a doubtless state; zero room for flirting with corpse-sermon— 
negotiation-treaties conjured by last-minute regret—sputtering from 
whispers, which had lied beneath everyday-eyes. No  
 
there are trillions of inconceivable phenomena floating beyond the heaven 
of a promise in a sunrise for some system of belief— 
not a single well can quench all experiences of humankind’s diverse  
transience among graves; burning below a rootless-root, 
where no equation can grow, trust, but a placid pool, lies  
in the autumn forest close to unicorn inhabitants beneath a full moon. Always 
beneath screen-surface, descend downward, somatic stair-steps grip 
background noise—drag it to foreground twilight— 
all cloaked, decayed, selfish-made-creatures roam about— 
searching for a limb to swing from or body part to nibble on— 
and once spotted, the owl roars in anguish; the first step 
of midnight reflection finds its absence of corners in corners;— 
sun beam glimmer-incentive to get out; but  
to the person who has found room  
to hear screams from orbital-drift—and resolve not to move;  
he or shes’ in the veil of freedom; under the eye  
and undistracted by cell phone signals’ social status— 
significance-dictated personal worth; the  
sea in this instant has cut ties with digitally enforced tides of preference; 
and inclination rises beyond usual measure. It is within  
 
all of us to break sleep in undefined categories and toss it aside 
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as it decays away beside education’s inherited dictionary; symbols 
then may rise from beneath tectonic plates and swing between 
dimensions at velocity rates currently unknown to humankind— 
entering into regions where undiscovered, uncreated mountains  
await oneness with its climber’s-eye, and embracing 
(devoid of physical implication),—results from simply watching 
clouds move across the endless sky. Outline of figments 
wiggle by, and memories come-and-go like day’s events— 
but nothing can bother posture which applies freedom from  
death’s seductive fingers forming trance; the plan; the  
state most people are under—a spell for happiness, and  
finding what works among an infinite supply—and values  
for shared commonality with another future, applies the whole trap 
of what can never be identified as a trap, right therein the midst  
of a procession of each life event—looks into my face  
and makes a fit for its disguise and utilities; if  
something doesn’t fit, alone driftwood floats, and minor characters  
pass away in the multitudes of discernable-gigabyte based moments 
undefining to every second on what’s imperative and what’s 
simply a commercial-bit of canned tuna. Multitudes  
escort between regions of a psychological-second; uncontaminated,  
hyphenated, ellipses, usually unnoticed—never really focused on; where  
beam’s promise dwell—and are doorways-choice. What  
no one can purchase from you, even when buying a bag of chips— 
if this is foundational  
than no one can buy you regardless of status  
of enslavement. The day inside a heart-beat second works  
with its toughest ploughshares beside the most insidious of intentions— 
and does not flinch from the tool used to dig with; every instant  
on fire with conviction—as it grows in the bloom of gratitude among what  
cannot become shaken-to-the-core beside wishes of the majority— 
who do not know what they process.  
 
Without discipline all mainstream activity but   
whistle-and-horn to feed loved-ones;  
all of it decays at end of self-reified proof. Nothing  
can complain of the gab beneath sleep, where domains  
loiter in their interpreted narratives—unconstrued  
bits of organic-tissue, containing treasures of magnitude  
to everyday nuances necessary for inhaling a little deeper— 
but are for the most part drowned out 
unidentified pieces of experience,  
science says had something to do with our survival.  
 
Something more in a world that has defeated survival  
always present; untranslatable, and in the specificity of each person— 
of what makes a thing-a-thing, not its function;  
what undefines the thought on a world— 
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contradicts a surface of known, said local— 
sustenance providing—and theorized by many—ignored  
by the materialistic atheistic narcissist; having never seen  
how the unseen can feed someone. Food 
grows to shadow; who can purchase their own likenesses; it is easy  
to justify why and why not, but the case beneath this vapor  
remains despite dusk of questionable existential-air;  
depths call with a voice made of no sound-scape-scenario  
that could unlock shafts of runaway habits; but the suns’ there  
just as it’s enabling this now.  
 
The flesh of a second  
dressed in the drifts of a millennia gauze worth of time 
by the identity settled for; long ago grass had grown on the front lawn  
of a house no longer the one house among dozens of other ones 
and zeros; with quantum, zero and one will share, the same space; the grass 
we grew earlier on and sat beside each other before separation 
mistook as a theory—what everything’s looking for; as if  
traffic-stuck was matter in a hair tip made the size of a wedding day;  
every ounce of magnetic heat coated on the insides of personality, planet-hard, 
selling the world its personal style on everything;— 
all of it an errand run on a wrong ticket, never clarified by anyone— 
under the nude moments of a shower-eye, where no 
uninvited persons’ allowed—and treasures’ stored  
in marks of faith beside cellular activity and blood flow— 
unencumbered by lifetimes missed, yet always persistent— 
in dreams, memories, thoughts, synchronicities, this instant;  
to break the code, trainings’ required, to untrain the trained-not-perceiving 
the untrained truth of what never dies: I wait for you. 
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Closing Note 
 
 
When a ship brings sailors ashore; when an airplane lands, the  
vessel doesn’t die, but its immdieate, intended aim, does; of course  
 
the vehicle doesn’t disapear when its temporary function, of transportation, has been 

accomplished, 
yet it waits the next time it must be used to travel; unless 
 
of course settlers intended to migrate and never leave; then 
the ship which brought them across can be sold, reused by others, but  
 
the function for the settler who used the ship  
has been accomplished. Some vessels’ created  
 
simply to accomplish, to protect, a journey 
as it transitions across space-time, and once time-traveler reaches destination   
 
the vessel itself disappears, and when it does, a figment of an imprint of its use never fades; 
settlers will always remember how they got here, but 
 
it won’t be of much use; a detail in the origin story of what has become present, everyday life 
and focus. 
 
The ship of poetry has served its purpose in a major way.  
It helped me survive and brought me across worlds of relative-truth, however  
 
experiences formed from such a profound journey have brought about remarkable and 
irrefutable insight into vessel-poetry’s function, which 
 
can, and is, only defined by relevance of having landed on a foreign continent— 
only then has this vessel been looked upon—and seen—with new understanding… 
 
If ever sick—and connected to the heart-of-gratitude and love and letting go, 
a person is never truly sick; but  
 
like last night’s dream, dream-existences’ but a result  
of a swarm of yesterday’s events and memories and projections   
 
and when unclear on difference between his or her clothes or his or her skin, then 
of course a beautiful vessel—used to travel—and remain protected  
 
in navigation and directed is a course-of-aims, perfectly, sensible, and sane; however  
after having been sick, recently, it could finally be seen  
 
vessel-poetry, a beautiful protector, sailing life across open waters of  
relative-truth, finally identified for what it is… 
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Only understood from having experienced an arrival, there’s been something more, 
this whole time, beneath the surface of poetry;   
 
always scratching the surface to find it 
only to witness a digestion of experience result in insight— 
 
the bottom has been discovered—the past life trying to live itself out in this present life; 
last night’s dream trying to be understood in the present moment, 
 
no longer has a context; there was a purpose to safe travels 
and now that purpose has been discovered  
 
(something I will not reveal to you at this time), but it has been discovered;  
yes I will continue to relate to the truth of language, (how could I not) 
 
but its initial body, in this life, has died 
and whatever itself reveals itself as next, like being reborn— 
 
it will appear in the scope of everyday travel as something very, very different  
than what is has ever been;  
 
every seven years our cellular lives, reconstitute, we physically are  
a different body of cells than what we were seven years prior— 
 
and recently, I arrived into a body that is the shore to a ship, the tarmac for landing;  
and with eyes, only forward looking—at the coming horizon, I leave behind the vessel 
 
which brought me here, where one life ends and a new life has not yet been anything— 
where all residue of the past has become stripped of its significance, and yet digested 
 
for its gold;  
purposed used; bubble gum chewed; I move on.      
 
 
 
 


